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BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
H. M. BEER, M. D., Physician and Surgeon.

MRs. N. B. FOSTER, Fashionable Milliner
and Dress Maker.

Office, Cor. Chicago and Lafayette Sts.

No. 8, S. Washington St., up stairs.
L. W. ELLIOT, M.D., Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence, over Freeman's Store,
Cor. Main and Franklin Sts.

A. P. LETHERMAN, M.D.
Office, North side of Main St., opposite front
door of Court House, over Specht and Finney's
Store. Residence, Cor. Washington and Erie Sts.
Dr. LYMAN R. PA-LMER.
Residence, 38 Calumet St., opposite the High
School building.

MRs. TRUEDELL, Teacher of the French
Language. Terms reasonable. S. E. Cor. Main
and Locust Sts., Valparaiso, Ind.
A. PARKS. Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition,
Cartridges, Guns to rent, Keys of all kinds fitted,
Trunks repaired, Umbre1las repaired and cover·
ed new.
East of the Post Office, up stairs.
R. L. FELTON.

rigs, Low rates.

A. W. VINCENT, M. D.
Office, Cor. Main and Franklin Sts., Valparaiso, Indiana.
J. A. WALKER.
Diamonds, Watches and Fine Jewelry.
Cor. Store.

In

W. H. McCLURE, Watchmaker.
Formerly with the Elgin Watch Co.
Valparaiso, Indiana. East ;\lain St.
M. L. McCLELLAND, makes a specialty of
Life, Fire, Accident and Plate Glass Insurance.
Representing only first class companies.
"STUTTERING JIM," thefunniestsong published. Mr. Heritage's great character song.
Regular price 40 cts. 3rd edition going fast.
Address THE IDEAL MusiC Co., Valparaiso,
Ind. Lock BoxY.
MISS JESSIE DRAGO, Fashionable Dress
Maker.
Over the Post Office.

[5 hooks.] Containing one-third more reading
matter than any other 5-book series.

Sheldon's Aritbmetlcs. Twn

Bnnk.~.

The most attractive series ever issued.

Sheldon's Algebras.

'l'BE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA.

THE COMPLETE ALGEBHA.
This is not a ~-book series of Algebnts, as the
Complete and Elem~nt~~ ot .Algebra are the same,
page for page as far as the Elementary goes.
These algebras are simple and clean cut, with
fresh and attractive examples.

Sholdnn's w-nrd Studies.

This is the best and most useful Spelling Book
ever published.

Dr. Elroy l.U. A very's PbyHlcal Science Se·
rles.

Good

S. W. Cor. Main and Michigan Sts.
BELL BROS. Livery Feed and Sale Stable.
Good rigs at reasonable rates. Baled hay, straw,
grain and ground feed, kept on hand for sale.
East Main St. Opp. T. B. Louderback's Shop.
L. W. BLOCH'S Steam Laundry.

Should you want a nice clean shirt, give us a
trial.

30 and 32 W. Main St.

J. T. MASSEY, Barber Shop. Ladies and
Children's hair cutting. Shampooing. Razors
put in order. Hot and Cold Baths for Ladies
and Gentlemen. Give us a call.
No. 6, West Main St.
Students it will take you many terms to learn
German, Latin and Greek on College Hill, but
in 20 minutes you can learn ali' you need know
concerning such goods as you may require, at the
Chicago Store.
Sign of the American Flag.

THE SHELDON SERIES.
Sheldon's Modern ScJuwl Headers.

Livery and Feed.

Party wagon. for Picnics etc.

THE BEST AND FRESHEST TEXT.
BOOKS IN THE MARKET.

Patterson's Advanced Grammar aud.
Rheta ric.
Patterson's Elements of Grammar and
Composition.
Stoddard's NeW' Intellectual ArUbmetle.

This book has been very carefully revised. All
the attractive features which made this the most

~~~~ ~~a1~~~.lectual Arithmetic of its day have

New Serle• German Text-Hnoks.

BJ' Prof. H . .J. Schmitz. Elements of the Ger~econd Books now
ready. The two parts will be bound together, and
a.lso sold separately.

man Lan!fUaoe. - First and
Dr. D • .1. Hill's Rbetorle,
Psychology.

Lo~lc,

and

SHELDON & CO., 185 AND187 WAaASH AVE., CHICAGO.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

r

B. F. PERRINE,
Ruling, Printing, Bindin~,
\1 alparaiso, fl)dial)a.
We Manufacture a line of TABS, SMALL BLANKS, STUDENTS NOTE BOOKS, REPORTING BOOKS, GRAMMAR BOOKS, SCRATCH BOOKS, ETc. For use in sc hoo ls.
Manufacturing Commercial Blanks FOR THEORY IN SCHOOLS is our specialty.
Our
line for Schools is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks. made.
They are now imitated by many other manufacturers. To avoid this imitation, see that each sheet
of paper is water marked, "Sunny Side Mills." In this line we make a J OURNAL, LH)GER, DAY
BooK and CASH BooK, Yz quire paper, pressboard cover, listed at 10 cents each.
In leather and
marble paper, board bindings, I2Yzcts, per quire. Crown cap, heavy paper, leather back and
marble paper sides, over· reaching covers, d igit line ruling, ~ and Yz page Accounts in Ledgers,
and indexed on edge, 16 )1 cents per quire. Same in cloth in place of marble pape r, but with
leather corners, 25 cents per quire 48 pages per quire. Our line of Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Checks
and other blanks have been so extensively called for that we are making engraved fnrms, giving
the appearance of lithographic work. These are listed at $5.00 per 100 hooks, 36 in a hook. Our
Bills Payable and Receivable, Bill Head Tabs and Bank Pass Books are the same price, 5 cents
each.

For Bankz'ng-,

we make,CASH BOOKS, COLLECTION REGISTERS,

TICKLERS, DISCOUNT BoOKS, LEDGERS, AND INDIVIDUAL LEDGERS.

Also, SIX-COLUMN JOURNALS, LUMBER BOOKS, and

Special Rulings of any kind made to order.

growell' sRed Line·Poets
Full Gilt, Retail Price $1 .25 each.

•S~al)dard 12 Mos.•
RETAIL PRICE $1.00 EACH.

$PEGIAL BAR "AfNC!l9
~

INT o CLEARANCE
ALES
rc1lucc ~ur pr 'MCnl Ktock preparatory to rntrt•fng
our new bmldlng.

We offer any of the above 12 mos in good ,.. l\1~~::;~~~=~~-,
condition at 25 c. each, or any of Crowell's Red Lin e Poets at 50 c. each.
The wholesale prices of the e book. are, (a all dealers know,) 2 and 55 cents respectively.

Special prices will also be given on Teachers L evant B ibles.
B. F. PERPINE, Book Seller anu Stationer,
Valparaiso, Ind.
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~ooJts

full of Gife and Cfhought.

W~ rt two r t h1 s Ar it hrn ~tics .

Stick r{ ~ ~ Is Wor d b~ \tJ or d.

Their motto is rnastery, their rneth od is learn to
do by doi ng.

An improved spelling course in two numbers.
Conservative and origin al.

1*\opl::gorpery's ~rpe r!Gop jz11sl::or!:J.

Elemenl::or!d ~essons In Epgllsb.

A panorama of the le ading facts, their causes
and their results.

Bright, practical a nd interesting at every stage
of the cou rse.

Stick n~w IB

Cl21ssics for

:rarbell's

F\~od ~rs .

Best in idea and plan, best in matter and make,
best in interest a nd results.

Childr~n.

Choice literature, judicious notes, large type,
firm binding, low prices.

~essons lp ~angua8e·

Expression through written forms made as natu ral as thought a nd speech.

:fbe ~ew t-4 al::lo!Jal #\u s!G Gourse,
Studi ed by more pupils than all ot her regular
courses togethP.r.

NEW' YORK.

BOSTON.

JUST PUBLISHED,

HOUSTON)S
NE"W'

CHICAGO.

THE
7\,merican ~![stem

•--of Shorthand.
To supply the increasing demand for stenographers, schools of shorthand and type writ-

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

ing have been established in various parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions, all business colleges now have a "department of short-

NEW PLATES, NEW MAPS . NUMEROUS
NEW TLLUSTltATIONS.

hand" A number of :!!ystems are taught, but

R~Jvised

to accord willa uu: latest tltat or Benrt Pitmttn is more gen.
teac/tings ot· scintce.
erally used thnu any otlter in tltis
H ouston 's New Physical Geography is the reali- country, antl tnay be called tlu
zation of what a text hook on this subject should
be. It i a book that will gladde n the heart of -'.Jlnlerican Systt:nl. " -Extract from tlte
teach ers and pupils. It is concise, comprehensive,
up to the times, and in every re pect an ideal
text-book.
A copy of the book jo1· etectntination will be sent
by mail, po.'lt-pnid, on 1'(<Cei1Jt of $1.:u;.

For further information, plea e add ress

Eldredge

&

_pro.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

R eport of tile Co111miuioner of Education (Washi1lgton, D. C.), f or tlte ymr I887-88, page 927.
For catalogue of shorthand publications by
Benn Pitman and Jerome B. Howard , address

The Phonographic Institute,
CINCINNATI, OHIO .

•

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

THE
NEW

AMERICAN
YOH~HICA~~l\TCil\INATI BOO I(

J

PUBLISHERS OF SCHOOL
AND COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS_

_

co

~I l~

ANY.

THE AMERICAN DO~K COMPANY Publishes Exclusively School-,nd College Text Books, &aps &Charts:
including tlwst! so well known to t!te educational public as

THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
APPLETONS' EDUCATI01 AL SERIES,
TilE ECLECTIC EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
HARPERS' EDUCATIONAL SERIES.
Our immense list of popular school books offers opportunity for the selection of ju t such texts
as will meet the requirements of any particular school or class.
ew books have recently been added in almost every branch, and our list is a catalogue of all that is best in school book literature.
No school board should adopt new book!i or arrange for supplies of books a lready in use without
first corresponding with us for prices and terms. Correspondence from the West and orth -west
may be addressed to our CHICAGO OFFICE, 258 -260 WABASH AVENUE, and will receive prompt
attention.

SfA:tv.~::EJRIOAN
and 260 Wabash Ave.,
OO:tv.I:F~:r>:r-:z- _
CHICA 0.

_ _ _..A..
_ D_ D
_ R_ E_s_s_._ _ _

J300:K:

25~

The
Record Made in an h_onorable. way and
- - - - - - - upon the bas1s of mcr1t is, natlli'A.lly, a sou rce of pleasure and prid . Renee we
congrntulnte the anthor of Hyde's Prnctlcal
LCH!>IOU~ In English upon the splendid record of
the ser ic . ln the West t11is falL the books have
been int ro<luced into such cities as Detroit, Mich.;
St. Paul, Minn.; Jane ville. Wis.; Sioux City, Iowa;
Kearney, Ncb.; Kansas ity, Kan.; the entire stntc
of Washington; Joliet, Ills.; and ln Indiana, into
EvansvJlll·. Der1ford, New ilnrmony, L{ushville,
Connersville, Cambridge ity, Noble svi lle, Michi gan City, and into twenty or more countlE>s. Citie
and town , in the TT'est alone, having a total popu lation of over 2,000,000 arc now using the books.

.f}Ei'J"'W e send FREE sample pages and an

VALPARAISO
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chi cago Railway, a main thorou~hfare of the
--system known a - -

·THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES.·
lt is thereby in direct communication with Chi eagn on the we t, with Plymouth, Columbia City
and Ft. \Vayne, lncliana ; \'an \Vert, JJelphos,
Lima, Upper Sandusky, Hucyru , Mansfield,
Massillon, and Canton, 0.
On express trains Pullman Sleeping and Din ing cars are carried via Valparaiso to

PITTSBURG,
HALT! MORE,

outline of work in Language for all grades of

\VA.'HINGT01

PlliLADELPIIIA,

Primary, Intermediate and Grammar Schools.

NEW YORK.

Write us for anything you seek.

0. C. HEATH aCo., Publishers.
E . E. SMITH,

185 W abash Ave.,

Gen' l Western Agt.

CHICAGO.

For complete information rQganling rates of
fare and time c,f trains, apply to
GEO. A. DODGE,

1'ickot Agent,
.JO. EPH WOOD,

Valpnrai~o.

Ind. ,

E. A. FORD,

GcnPral Manager,
Gcm•ral l'as cngcr Agt.,
Pittsburg. Pa.
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CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

e(Hif+t~ll)

THE GREAT TRUNK LINE between Valpamiso and all
points East and West.

ttatnlt+

In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana r ormal School," see that
tickets read via above line, and secure comfort, speetl and safety at low-

RY.
1.+

est rates compatible with first clal'IS service.
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$Sunday only.

Through Palace Sleeping cars between Chicago and New York-Trains 3, 5. 2, 6; no ton-Trains 3 &nd 4; Saginaw
Valley-Trains !i anti 4; Uetro!t-Tra!ns 4 and 5. TI'Rins 7 and 8 run through ol!d between Chicago and New York.
Dining Cars on Trains 3, 7, 2, 6 and 8.
Fnr· time tables, tickets. and further Information, apply to ,J. :\lcCnEE, Agent. Vaipam!so.

GEO. B. REEVE.

,V, E. DAVIS,

'.l'raftlc :uannger.

Gen. Pal!lseuget• and Tic ket Agt.

J,

fJICTL"J:'ElL
~
~~
~ATE.

Trains depart from and arrive at Union Railway Sta-

'rh,

tion, Van Buren St.' Chicago, and N. Y.' L. E. &

N m k Ch

The following is time corrected to June 1st, 1891.
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,JOE UP.

Through tickets to all points on sale at principal office of the company at lowe t rates for any
las of ticket. de ired. Baggage checked to destination.

LEWIS WILLIAMS,
General Supt.,

B. F. HORNER
General P assenger Agt.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

-ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.
. . - - . A . PULL L I N E
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OF~--

~oi~t ~,zA;i~~ CVJ~t,b ~u~0 ~~ug~
CAN BE FOUND AT

'
SMITHS,
THE DRUGGIST.

;ill:~
-

makes the bes t P IIOTOCRrJ.PI!S and CR,-J YON
PORTRA i TS in all sizes and styles at lowest prices.

~
Please cnll and examine our samples whether wislllng wor. k
....._ _ _ _ _ _ __..-.-:::::::>,lone or not.
No. 27 Union St.,

COLLEGE HILL, Valtlaral s o, Ind.

·

HALE ALLEN,

39 COLLEGE AVENUE ,
VALPARAISO,

IN D .,

--DEALER I N --

Books1 Stationery and Students' Supplies of all kin ds, also wholesal e a gen t for
- - E . K. ISAACS' "IDEAL PENS. " - -

_}\TR ITE F < R

T F~RM •

..:

THE STUDENT
is issued the first of each month at the

Northerl) fl)dial)a NoriJlal School,
VALPARAISO, IND.
--)o(-:::D-..1.1:. E. EOG.A.R TE, EDITOR AND PUBLISHER.

--)o(--

Subsoription Price $1.00 a Year.

Single Copies 10 ots.

--)o(--

-

SUBSCRIBE NO\N".- Addrcss

THE STUDENT,
VALPARAISO,

IN

lA.·A.
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T H E STUDENT

'N. H. VAIL,
61Vatch

Repairing
GarefullyQone.

~~~zc

Watches, Jewe,ry,
Si,lferware, · G)ocks,

etc., etc.
I WANT THE STUDENTS ' TRADE ,

and to get it, keep in my stock of

Wh€-n -you go to g€-t -your 1€-tters,
drop in and see the beautiful new store of

2oots and Sho€s
several lines especially

o - -ADAF TED,--o
for good wear and neat st yle,

TO STUDENTS' NEEDS.
J. F. T.A.L C OTT.,
NO. 9 WEST JIIA.IN ST.

HE KEEP

THE FINEST AND FRESHEST
STOCK OF

CANDIES~ TOBACCOS AND FRUITS
- T O BE FOUND I

VALPARAISO.--

-(I-

2 Doors South of the P. 0., Wasllin gtou St.

SPECHT & 'FINNEY,
~-- G·•e~Bl\I!BS~
IW/® ~o~ij ~~©w ~~® fo!J\)®~\t ~011\)®

©f

f&~©~ ~Mo~o~~~

f©~ 'tt&oij©~o~~9 ®~®~ ~rr©M~~~ 'tt© ~~® ~o'tt~o
--STUDE T

RE ,REQUESTED TO C LL A D EXA 1I E OUR

TOCK.--

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

7

W • G LETHE){ MAN The oldest established and most
•
a
J reliabl e dru g store in Valparaiso.
DRUG-G- I~TCo rn er Main ancl Wasbiugton ~ttoO.
----GO

TO~--~

J W, RYLESWORTH
FOR T:::B:E

W. G. WtNpLE,
~taplB

W. L. Dou21Gl8
FiNE SHOES~~
~

·

~w. w dl ~~~u~~~
b.ast Sboe Sto ~e W. Malp St:.
ca~

AND CANDIES, ALWAYS FRESH.

Just the place to get a toothsome lunch put up.
s. E. Cornet• lUain &

NO _ 21 _

S. 'f,e-i-z,c0,

·Boots and Shoes,·
Ko. 7 East
-

.;,~ain

St.,

NORTH SIDE COURT HOUSE.-

! buy and se ll for cash,
My goocls come direct
from manufacturers , I can offer you a larger
assortment and lower prices than most
shoe stores in towns of this size.
Repairing a specialty.

First clnss work nt

~aDGQ ~FOGBFiBS,

DELICIOUS PIES, CAKES, COOKIES

~

CS~a-~.

and

F -i ne Latnps and. Glassware.

lowe~t

prices

=====GUARANTEED.=====

MUDGE'S GKlclcERY,

Fr~tnkJin

Sts.

-CONSISTING 0 1 • -

New and Second Hand Books, Station ery, Inks, Pens, Tablets, Blank
Books, Drugs, Lamps, Notions, etc.
A

FUT~L

LINE OF S7'UOE.VTS' SUP/-'LlES.

Order for Books and anything kept in our line
promptly filled by
THE LIGH'.I'CAP COMPANY,
56 Cnllt•ge Ave ., opposite Colle~e Building.
Val]lal'ahm. Iud.

. . .. lteineman, tho ilFuggist,

OF VALPARA ISO,

-:F'OE.- -

is known for miles around, as producin g the highest grade of Ph otograph- ~ Go rpplete ~lne oV ~ y-tlst:s' tv\ateriC'Is,
ic Art.
No. 4 WASTIINWIO~ ,.,T., YA LP .11 IUiso.
CAREFUL AND SKILLFUL DENTAL WORK AT
MODERATE PRICES .

DR. H. N. RENNER,
DENTIST,
VALPARAISO,

~. Salisbur~,
-DKAI.F.rtiS-

BOOKS, S'I'A'J'JONIHIY, PIUCIODJOALS,
AND JU VS I CA L lUEKCIIA DISE.

l~D!AXA.

I NOlANA,

VALPARA ISO,

I-I. PAGELS,

PROPRIETOR OF
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"I advise all parents to have their boys and girls taught shorthand writing and type writing.
A stenographer who can type write his notes would be safer from poverty than a great Greek schol ·

ar."-CHARLES

READE,

on "The Coming Man."

·'\tv t•i ti r1g :\I acl1 irt e is the

Remington $tandard Typewriter.
The only award made by the Paris Exposition for improvements in typewriter
mechanism, was a bronze medal presented to Mr. W. K. Jenne, the superintendent of the Remington factory.
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The W.S, &B.

PA~AGON ~IBDONS

are warranted to give satisfaction. -

WYCKOF F , SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
175 MONROE STR E ET , CH IC AGO .

School Supplies.
C ITY TE A C HERS , OR COUNTRY TEACHERS WHO MAY N E ED APPARATUS
O F ANY KIND , SU C H AS

~ M,ap s ,

Globes, Gharts, l{indergarten

Supplies ,~

or anything else in the line of school supplies or

Information Concerning Anyth ing Conn ected w it~ the same,
will save money a·n d time by addressing

Tne ChiuaJo Book and School SoppiJ Co.,
814 CLARK STREE rr

CHICAGO, ILL.
YOUR LETTERS WILL RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ATTENTl N.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.
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Nort~~rn

Indiana Norf(lal Sohool
-AND-

:BuSIJ::'rESS Il:'rSTITuT.E.,
VALPARAISO, INDIANA,
Has just closed the most prosperous year thus far in its history.

It

The prospects for the future were never so flattering. Educators, antl those desiring to attend
school are becoming more and more convinced that the school does precisely what it promises
to do, and that a thorough practical education can be acquired here for less money
than at any other place in the land . This is now the

6&rr~®~~ fNJ©IfM&~ ~©~©©ij o~ ~~® lVJ~o~®~ ~~&~®~o

$75.000 WILL BE EXPENDED
in buildings and improvements. Among these will be a Chapel Hall that will seat at least 2,
000 people ; a room especially arranged for the work in Natural Science ; the laboratory
in arrangl!ment and equipment will he one of the mo t complete foun<l at any institution ; a room
for the department of Pharmacy ; a room for applied Mathematics; a room twice as large
as the present,for the Library ; a room for Phonography and Typewriting.
Thi~ depart
ment i in charge of Actual Court R eporters, hence offers advanta~es not found at nun) schools.
The A ctual Business department of the Commercial department has been increas ·d by a
room 30x90 ft, and supplied with a complete set of oflices,making three set~ in all, the most cxtcn
sive line of offices ever attempted by any Bu ines 'ollege.
The Music H all has been greatly enlarged ancl refurnished. The a<h-antagc'> here for the
study of mu ic are not surpa. . ed by any Conservatory even in the large cities.
llesides thi
the expen e here i · not one third o great.
These with many other improvements will be made during the summer and autumn. We are

determined to giv~ the very best possible advantages at the lowest rates.
Tuition, 8 per term. Good board and well furnished room, 1. 70 to . r .90 per week.

The
at the e low rate are o sa isfactory that the large majority of those who attend
avail themselves of the advantage thu offered.
'atalogucs and circulars gi,·ing- full particular.
mailed free.
Addre s
accommodatior~s

H.
r

1·in il

;--;:-;

~

iat

l,
Prin •ip: 1.

CALENDAR : F all T erm opened Sept. 1, 1891. First Winter Term, Nov. 10.
S econd Winter T erm January 19, 1892. Spring T erm, March 29. Summer or R eview Term J une 7.
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General Grant's Memoirs--OriJinal J7 .oo edition for so cents.
No book, excepting the Bible, has ever had such a sale in the United States as General Grant's
Memoirs. 650,000 copies have already gone into the homes of the rich, but the subscription price
of $7 .oo has placed it beyond the reach of people in moderate circumstances.
.If 65o,ooo people
ltave been willing to pay $7.00 fo1' Grant's Memoirs, t!tere must be a couple of million people in tlze
United States w!w want t!um, and will jump at tlte opportunity to buy them at the low figure here
offered.
vVe will send you General Grant's Memoirs, publisher's original edition, best paper, cloth, green
and gold binding, hitherto sold by subscription at $7 .oo,

and absolutely a proposition such as has never been made in the history of book publishing.
The
two splendid volumes of Grant's Memoirs, of which 65o,ooo copies have been already sold - not a
cheap edition, but the best-for 30 cents; provided you send your subscription to THE STUDENT
for one year, and also a subscription of $3.00 for the CosMOPOLITAN MAGAZINE, the brightest and
cheapest of the great illustrated monthlies, itself equal to the best $4.00 magazine.
The CosMOPOLITAN is enabled to make this offer because of t!te purchase of 6oo,ooo volumes at
a price w!tich even puMis!zers would deem impossible, and with the idea of running up its circulation
to Ita if a million copies. By contract with the CosMOPOLITAN we are enabled to offer our readers
a share in the low price obtained through the largest purchase of books ever made in the history of
the world.

If, however, you have Grant's books, the CosMOPOLITAN'S offer will permit you to take instead,
G e n. Sherma n ' s Mem oirs, 2 vols., sold by subscription for $5.00
G e n. Sherida~' s M e moirs, 2 vols., sold by subscription for 6 .oo
G e n . McClellan' s Mem oir s , sold by subscription for .... ... $3 ·75
All of these are bound in cloth, green and gold, in uniform style with Grant's Memoirs.
The CosMOPOLITAN and STUDE Tare sent postage prepaid, but the postage on the books, at the
rate of ~ cent per ounce, must be remitted with the order: Gen. Grant's Memoir , 96 oz.-48
cents; Gen. Sheridan 's Memoir , 92 oz.-46 cent ; Gen. Sherman 's Memoirs, 84 oz.-42 cents;
Gen. McClellan's Memoirs, 48 06;. -24 cents, or the books can be sent by ex pre-s at the expense
of the subscriber.
Send u

at once $3. oo for year's subscription to the

Co

MOPOLlTA ,

1.

oo

for year's subscription to THE STUDE T, and 40 cents for a set of Memoirs-$4. 40
in all -

to which add postage on the particular set of Memoirs selected.

lf you are not acquainted with
publishers, Madi on

send a postal card to the
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quare, New York

ample copy.
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SHAKESPEARE IN THE SCHOOLS.

*

Ill.

Hamlet.
H. N.

I

CARVEl<..

T is now almost an hundred years
since Goethe published his ·w ilhelm
Meister's Apprenticeship, and inaugurated that remarkable series of expository criticisms upon Hamlet which has
continued unbrokenly to the present
time. Almost every type of mind has
contributed its quota, and the highest
of each type has given its best thoughts
lovingly to the task of plucking out the
heart of his mystery j but it must be
confessed with success little better than
that of the two sponges in the Danish
Court. The laws of psychological criticism have been applied to the task by
Schlegel, Ulrici and Gervinus, ~mly to
show that he illustrates the laws, but is
higher and deeper than any of them.
The purely literary canons have been
laid along the lines of his character by
such masters of the art as Goethe himself, and Coleridge, and Lowell, with a
host of others. The results of all tluir
efforts have been chieAy to sho w that,
while there is ubstantial agreement between canon and haracter at many
Copyriglzt I89I.

points, there are others at which the
character runs uttL:rly beyond the predictions of the canon, but always leaving the conviction that it is the canon
and not the character which is at fault.
Within a few years a new class of ritics
has taken hold of the matter, the scientific men engaged in that most difficult field of scientilic investi ga tion, the
connection between body and mind as
manifested in pathological onditions
of the nervous system . One of the greatest of these investigators, Dr. Henry
Maudsley of London, has gone so far
as to declare that the physician who
wishes to study the predisposing causes
of insanity in their development can do
no better than take up the characters of
Lear and Hamlet as worked out by the
great dramatist.
o such tribute was
ever paid to any thinker before, and
the scientific men, following ?.f auclsley's
ad vi e, have given us a large body of
sobe r and intelligent criti ism, whi h
is influencing profoundly all the views
now helcl upon the su bject.
( )f the
A II riglzts resel"i.'.:d.
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great number of writers not strictly scientific who have been working in the
Shakespearean mines for the last fifteen
or twenty years, no one has done more
intelligent or appreciative work than
Prof. Dowden of Dublin ; and it may
be safely said that his work would never have been done had it not been for
the general work of Herbert Spencer
and the physiologists. Now, the goldfields of Shakespearean criticism are free
to every one. No one has any claims
upon any acre of them and any one who
will honestly work any part of them is
sure to find treasure in paying quantities. Let us spend an hour prospecting,
at least, in the fields of Hamlet the
Dane.
The question which always first presents it>self, to reader and critic alike,
is what did Shakespeare mean to do, or
what was his own point of view dra matically. With ordinary dramatic writers, the Bulwers, the Boucicaults, et £d
omne genus, the question is of comparatively little consequence. To produce
a scenic effect by startling situations ·
to catch the ear of the groundling with
sheet-iron thunder, and his eye with red
lights and blue lights, as a mother moves
the candle before her babe that · she
may detect the first dim dawning of
baby intelligence; to provide a soporific
draught for the spectator that he may
be kept respectably quiet and tractable
while his pockets are being searched
for the inevitable penny; to build a
little stage, here and there, upon which
the author may exhibit himself and air
hi · gaudy nothings, - these are the
ends, and the point of view i a matt er
of indifference, - one will do a well as
another, where nothing i vi tal or organic.
But with Hamlet it is not so.
Just as the student of nature finds there

is an organizing power at the center of
all, which works from within outwanl;
a heart whose pulsations keep the lifecurrents flowing, but which may be
itself dependent upon the life-currents
for its own power of doing and being ;
and as the student is urged on, or drawn
on, in an unending search till the Power is found, the veiled Isis who stands
behirrd all things, - just so must the
student of Hamlet search for the hidden
principle which can make the drama organic for himself, at least. And, so, we
may come back to the question, what
was Shakespeare's object, what did he
mean to do? It was Goethe's belief
that the poet meant to picture a character struggling under duties too heavy
to be borne.
He says, "there is an
oak tree planted in a costly jar, which
should have borne only pleasant flowers in its bosom: the roots expand, the
jar is shivered."
The conception is
certainly a beautiful one, but almost as
certainly is it a partial one, based upon
a · single circumstance, Hamlet's hesitancy in carrying out the injunctions of
his father's spirit. Coleridge's view was
much the same.
He thought that the
meditative side of Hamlet's nature was
too strong for the active. That he was
too susceptible to circumstances immediately surrounding him, allowing the
energie which should have expended
themselves in executive deeds to lose
themselves in the channels of meditation.
In other words, oleridge held that the
faculty of thought wa di sproportion ately strong in comparison with the faculty of willing.
\Vith slight modifica tions , this is the view mo st usual!J tak en · but, like th e other it i certa inly
only a very partial one. Had it been
hakespeare's purpose mainly to represent a defective will, the drama would

•
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have been a mere series of pictures, instead of a most compact whole with
parts not simply interdependent but
springing, as the seasons spring, from
the secular changes of all antecedent
things.
There is one circumstance
which makes strongly against the view
under consideration.
Hamlet is not
the only person of the drama who hesitates and expends in fruitless meditation
energies which might have been used
in overcoming the gathering troubles.
I believe the king has never been thought
lacking in decision; and yet he hesitates
and turns from the business in hand, as
often as Hamlet does; hi3 decisions are
the impulses of the occasion as often as
are Hamlet's j his conversation has a
double meaning as often as Hamlet's
has, and his words would have all the
terrible irony of Hamlet's words, were
they not the words of a coward, a man
without decision, driven by wavering
impulses through ''the blind caves of
e~ernal night."
The very first words
that he utters are not his own ; they
come at first a mingled whine and snuffie, and we hesitate whether to laugh
at him or scorn him; but when he turns
to the cringing courtiers and cries half
fiercely and all timidly,
--"Nor have we herein barredJ'OW'
better wisdoms, which have freery gone
with this affair along :"-we understand
how it is with him and ''how ill all's
there about lzz"s heart"· and we under stand the quick turning away and the
swift, deci ive words about orway and
Fortinbras j '~e understand why the
"good Cornelius and Voltimand" must
' let their haste commend their duty . "
These are not the words and action of
a man who know what he i cloin r, who
is sure of the grounds upon which he
walks. • nd in the closet scene where
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he kneels and makes believe at praying,
there is the same indecision, the same
want of congruence between thought
and word, the same flitting from one
thought to another, ending with the invocation of angelic help, and the commands to his knees .to bow and his heart
to be soft, and at last the dark doubt
-"all may be well." The sole circumstance which saves the scene from becoming blasphemous and revolting, is
our conviction that the king is not really
there.
' 'My words fly up, my thoughts remain below;
''\Vords without thoughts never to I leaven go. ' '

That is it, - that saves the scene to
Art, --a villain at his proper work is
better than a vi !lain at his devotions.
And when Hamlet comes rushing along
the corridor, and, catching sight of the
kneeling king, begins that wonderful
soliloquy, arguing with himself whether he shall kill the king, but ending with
the determination to wait till he may
find his uncle at some act "which has
no relish of salvation in it"; we feel that
the picture is really one, obverse phases
of the same thing ; tl1at the sweet, beautiful character of Hamlet is here but a
mirror reflecting lurid lights with their
shadows, and not a star ending out only its own intrinsic beam .
But if these interpretation s of the po et's conception are inadequate, it does
not follow that they are false. They are
only inadequate ones, adumbrations of
the onception, not necessarily mi. onceptions. Can we find a better one? I
think we can. J ,et us try. How, then,
did hake peare onceive Hamlet? The
thing we all chara ter, - the tree whi h
we know by its fruits, the every -day
a ts whi h embody our thoughts and
feelin gs - is a re ultant of two for es,
the one internal and the other external.
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What we are to-day is the result of an
original endowment blending with all
the forces which touch us from without,
and a character would be impossible
were either factor omitted. Now, the
original endowment, the complement of
attributes which we bring with us into
the world, is strangely varied sometimes.
Theoretically we ought to be able to
predict what it would be, and in the
great majority of cases we can do so in
a satisfactory degree.
The flower is
measurably like the ancestral flower,
the child resembles the parent and is in
turn ''father of the man."
But, as in
La Place's grand conception of the universe, a finite intelligence must be always at an infinite distance from the
goal of a perfect knowledge of the universe; so the thing which we call a human character, in a sober scientific
sense, epitomizes at its birth the universe, and a perfect knowledge _of what
lies in the folded petals is be~ond finite knowledge.
The Darwinian doctrine of descent by variation and natural selection no doubt embraces a very
large measure of truth; but even with
Darwin the variation was always an unknown quantity, it was a contingency
which he did not attempt to predict.
Darwin him elf seemed to think that
the variation is always slight; but Prof.
Huxley is probably nearer the truth in
believing that it sometimes takes place
through a leap,-certain ancestral tendencies gathering themselves up and
leaping over many intermediate stages.
However thi may be, nothing is now
better established in the world -hi tory
of life, than the doctrine of prophetic
types.
om form come into existence with characteristics which seem
dimly to foreshadow what i afterwards
to become dominant, usually, too with
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some characteristics once dominant but
now in process of extinction.
Now, it seems to me that this, which
is Nature's method, is the method, too,
which Shakespeare has adopted in working out the drama. He has created a
character suited to a form of civilization which has not yet come, a prophetic type pointing forward to after ages,
and has placed it in a social and political environment utterly J.l variance with
its nature, that we may see the processes as they go on in the formation of a
character.
He has not, as Goethe
thought, shown us an oak-tree planted
in a costly jar; but a pansy in "an unweeded garden that grows to seed."
And this garden,-this Denmark, the
country and home of Hamlet, - what
was it? First, a part of that early time
when might every where made right;
when, from the highest to the lowest,
men sat brooding over their fears, with
nothing to hope for which must not
first be fought for ; when to care for
any thing was to dread it, and to love
any thing was to buy it, or bribe it, into
an alliance against some foe. It was,
indeed, a time when men thought, but
all the lines of thought went, outwardly,
along the lines of fear, or, inwardly,
along the lines of self· and accordingly
when men having nothing to love, were
either cowards or beasts.
But Denmark, upon this map of uni versal fear and hate was specially marked off by darker and redder lines, a
sort of metropolis where you might buy
in the markets all the wor t commodi ties which are made in the work - hop
of fear and hate. Lowell ome where
speaks of the .\nglo- axon' affinity for
dirt · and Denmark wa the Paradi e of
the Anglo- axon. Ea ·t an 1 we t it
was ' traduced and taxed of other na-
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tions ;''its people were called drunkards,
and their addition, the extra title which
every one receives for special merit,
must be qualified, "soiled with swinish
phrase." Its king, - the clan-man, who
led it and in some sense represented it
in its outward glory and its inward life,
- when he was at his feasts, the places
where men go of their own inmost
promptings and are most themselves,
knew no better way of emphasizing his
pledges, than by the braying of the
trumpet and the kettle-drum.
The common people, that great fountain from which, in every government
of whatever form, the social and political vices or virtues ultimately flow, was
a mob who "liked not in their judgment,
but their eyes." Not that they could
not think, but their thinking was wild
and immethodic, keen and incisive,
but confined to the surface and appearances of things. The first grave-digger
in the drama is their representative, a
wild thing, like the Greek and Roman
satyr, an intellect without heart, as if
the lightning or storm had learned to
think. His pungent but always superficial replies remind Hamlet that for
three years he has noted the fact of the
age's growing so over-nice in its use of
language that "the toe of the peasant
comes so near the heel of the courtier,
that he galls his kibe." If we may tru st
Ruskin, and surely no very extensive
observation is needed to confirm his
judgment, there is no surer evidence of
an absolute vulgarity of mind than this
thing of over-niceness in the use of language. Accordingly, we find people the
objects of such distrust that the king's
body-guard are wiss ; and, while he
always feels it necessary to reckon them
in every estimate of policy, he never
seems to have found it difficult to "both
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countenance and excuse" to them any
thing he wished. Now, this is the condition of society in which there is no
such thing as trust between man and
man. It was the condition of things
which the Roman poets lamented in the
days when cana Fides hoary, Faith,
abandoned the earth and for whose return they looked with such longing eyes;
the condition which drove the great soul
of Juvenal into the terrible bitterness of
the satires, and the greater soul of Tacitus into the bitterness of his histories,
which not all his sorrow and sadness
could hide.
But this superficial vulgarity of mind
and utter absence of heart were not
confined to the rabble. The only ones
of the nobility who take any part in the
drama are Polonius and "that waterfly," Osric, who had "much land, and
fertile," but was "spacious only in the
possession of dirt." In both Poloniu s
and Os c the vices of the common people seem only increase d in proportion
to their own elevation. There is the
same supe rficial vulgarity of thought.
Polonius's advice to Laertes might have
been given by a father to his so n ten
thousand years before; and in all his
intercourse with Ophelia there is absolutely nothing to indicate that he possessed any thing better than the heart
of a snake and the head of an ape. With
both there is the same driveling imbecility and over-niceness of thought. Polanius stops reading the letter which was
to establish his fitness for his great office to criticise the vileness of a phrase;
and when the player say. , "0 who had
seen the mob led queen, "and If am let re peats "The mobled queen," asking for
information because he had not aught
the word, Polonius breaks in with
"That's good- "moblcd queen is good,"
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as if the only question possible was one
which the rules of grammar or rhetoric could settle beyond peradventure.
With both, the orbit of their thoughts
is so short that the slightest disturbing
force sends them ''madly from their
spheres"; and their presence is a constant provocative to every one standing
outside of their vile circle to push them.
In such an atmosphere, there can be
no sincerity of thought. Every thing
must be a blind groping, where nothing
is fixed, and the forms of thought have
utterly outgrown the substance and vi·tality of thought. If men refuse to
make one with cut-purses and villains
in their devotions, all the same will they
refuse to make one with clotpolls and
intellectual villains in their thought. If
you drive the money changers and
thieves from your temples of religion;
all the same must you drive them from
your temples of thought and feeling: if
their presence profanes the ouse of
prayer, none the less does it profane the
holy altars of thought. There is but
one alternative for you: either you
must meet them as equals in their own
vile dens, or you must stop thinking
when with them, - there are no neutral
grounds.' But to stop thinking and feeling with those around you, and still try
to act with them is to make anarchy.
And this is just the condition of Denmark when the curtains rise at the opening of the mighty drama.
Schlegel
called it a tragedy of thought,-and that
is exactly ,~·hat it i - not so much
thoughts about tragic things as tragedy
wrought into the very substance of the
thoughts themselves. From the king
d wn to the meanest subject there is no
confidence in any thing because there
no sincerity, no basis upon which
confident thoughts may be built ; the

intellectual life is the life of dreams,
flippant, trivial, and utterly without rev erence. King Hamlet has been in his
grave some two months; the funeral
wreaths have scarcely wither~d; but
king Claudius has the crown and the
widow. Armed sentinels stand at every
gate; upon every hand warlike preparations go on with such ''sweaty haste"
that the Sunday is not divided from the
week. The king goes on with his revels,
which are so gross and noisy that every
one has noticed them. Every one is
busy with his thoughts; but the very
atmosphere is palpitating with such feverish uncertainty that no one knows
what to think; or, rather, every one
does know precisely what to think but
the specter of his thought is so dreadful that he does not dare summon it into the full light, and shadowy ghosts of
thought are flitting about in the dim
twilight of every one's conjectures. The
very first words of the drama are prognostic of all that is to come. Francisco is at his post, on guard. Bernardo,
at the proper hour, come up to relieve
him, but so far forgets himself that, instead of waiting to be challenged, he
challenges the guard. The mistake is
corrected and Bernardo give the countersign, which is all that it is any of
Francisco's busines to know. But so
distrustful is he that he will not take the
countersign as evidence that it is a
friend who has approached, and asks
whether or not it is really Bernardo.
Bernardo replie s with a mono yllable,
and Francisco remarks that Bernardo
has "come most carefully upon his
hour," as if that was something not to
have been expected of a military n·uard
in the capitol of Denmark.
(Continued llt'XI llltmll!.)

BAD AIR AND BAD HEALTH.

(In two parts.

wE

Part I I.)

HAROLD WAGER AND AUBERON liERBI<~ RT.

now pass to other evidence affecting the poison that escapes
from lungs and skin. vVe all know that
a room is offensive when many people
are crowded into it; we know the unpleasantness of a bedroom before the
air has freely entered it; we know how
disagreeable the breath and the clothes
can be ; we know that animals die when
submitted to air that has been breathed,
even when the carbonic acid has been
removed ; we know how necessary is
the continuous flood of pure air in hospitals-we have heard it stated that this
much freer admission of air is rendering unnecessary the antiseptic treatment
of wounds; how by treating men in the
open air and in tents recoveries have
been made quicker and better than in
hospital.
Animals furnish the same evidence.
Cows and horses both suffer grievously
from want of ventilation in their stables;
and cattle, though they require warmth
for fattening, still put on flesh better in
a colder but well-ventilated place than
in a warmer place which is un-ventilated. So also Parkes tells us about the
French cavalry. Before I 836 the mortality among the horses varied from 180
to I 97 per I ooo per annum. With the
enlargement of the stables and increased quantity of air, the loss was reduced
to 68 per rooo, and finally to 28 ~ per
I ooo, and of officer ' hor es to 20.
Then we have the evidence of the ordinary tests for ascertaining the purity
of the air. Air fouled by respiration

discolors permaganate of potash and
robs it of a portion of its oxygen; the
amount of organic matter i then measured by the number of volumes of oxygen required tore-oxidize the permaganate and restore it to its former condition. Another test is the presence of
certain bacteria, which are found in
large numbers in foul air, increasing out
of proportion to the moulds or fungi
found in the air, which appear to be
much less aftectecl by impurities. It is
stated that these forms of life all originally come from the open air- that reservoir of all things- though they are
supposed to multiply in congl!nial quarters when once they have found an entrance. The significant fact, however,
is their number, which might seem to
show that they prosper just because they
have discovered their proper food - the
organic poison which is poured out into
the air from our lungs and skin. On
this point, Dr. A. Ransome makes an
interesting speculation, which we <iUOte
from memory- a wrong thing to do.
Impressed with the belief that consumption is communicable in foul air, and
non-co mmunicable in good air, he believes that the bacillus (a form of bac teria) which conveys the disease, retains
it virulence more in foul air than in
pure air, and is thus better able to make
a lodgment in the human system .
Exercise, as well as pure air, helps us
in our constant struggle again ·t the poi sons that we manufacture within our selve . It does this by dri\·ing the
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blood charged with oxygen, by means
of the pressure of the muscles called into play, more thoroughly through the
tissue ; and thus it would quicken the
breaking down of dead tissue into its
safe and final waste products (water,
carbonic acid, and urea), and shorten
the period during which the dead tissue
was passing through various dangerous
forms which it temporarily assumes.
From this fact we may infer that the man
of sedentary life, above all others, requires pure air.
In truth, pure air and exercise are
equal forces acting in the same direction. They both get rid of waste, and
with it of the poisons in the system
which are depressing various organs.
\Ve need not therefore be surprised by
the pathetic story of certain seamstresses whose workroom was ventilated, and
who then begged that the old state of
things might be restored, as their appetites had increased beyonc;I their earnings. Another experience is given, illustrating the depressive effects of these
poisons upon the functions of life. A
New York medical man rather cruelly
shut up some flies without food, some
in foul air, others in pure air ; the pure
air being constantly changed. To his
surprise, the flies in the pure air died
first, these dying from simple starvation;
whilst the flies in the foul air died from
poison, and with the tissue of their
bodies unexhausted, indicating how the
functions of life were carried on to the
last where oxygen was available, but had
been slowed and depressed by the presence of the poison, so that life was actually maintained longer in the foul than
in the pure air.
We could wish that it were po sible
to write the whole of the noble tory of
oxygen from a physiological point of

view. It is a double service that it
performs for us. It not only, as we
have seen, neutralizes the deadly poisons
resulting from waste, but it provides
the heat and energy, by the oxidizing
or burning up of this waste. All through
animal life the consumption of oxygen,
serving this double purpose, is the measure of activity. Just as reptiles and
cold-blooded creatures consume small
amounts of oxygen and develop little
activity, so birds and insects consume
immense quantities of oxygen and develop immense activity. Each animal has,
as Professor Foster believes, its own peculiar quantity, its co-efficient, so to
speak, of oxygen, which it consumesan amount which, judging from the few
instances he gives, seems to vary with
intelligence; thus the dog consumes
more than the rabbit per lb. of its weight,
and a man more than a dog. In the
same way, a waking man consumes more
oxygen than a sleeping man, a man at
work than a sedentary man, a young
man than and old man, a young
child more than the young man. The
restless activity of children marks both
their great consumption of oxygen and
their pressing need for it by being allowed to breathe abundance of pure air.
Rapid and extensive waste is going on
in every child's body. Tissue of every
kind, including bone, is being constantly broken down in order that it may be
built up anew on a larger scale, and it
is therefore the greatest cruelty in their
case not to provide them in fullest measure with the purest air.
nhappily,
very little thought i given to this matter; and with quite young childrenwho e need is the greatest of all- our
nur eries are only too often mere laughter-houses.
It is now right for us to look at the
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subject ofthese waste-poisons in special
reference to the skin. Without referring here to the different calculations
made on this subject, it is enough to say
that much less carbonic acid escapes
from the skin than from the lungs; more
water and a larger amount of solid matter. The solid matter is put at I or 2
per cent. of the whole, and two-thirds
of this I or 2 per cent. is organic matter containing the poisons in question.
We can see the importance of the skin,
as an organ of excretion, in various
ways. In the first place, the provision
of an enormous number of sweat glands
under the skin, between 2 and 3 millions in number- in the parts where they
are least abundant they are over 400 to
the square inch-offers evidence of a
physiological character on the point,
even if, as is stated, some small part of
skin perspiration takes place independently of these glands. Then we have
the evidence of the disagreeable odor
from the skin and clothes where cleanliness is not observed; again, we have
the curious facts of death having both
actually and nearly occurred in cases
where the body has been covered (the
mouth having been left free ) with goldleaf or plaster of Paris. Various explanations have been given, but Prof. Foster seems to think that the retention of
poisonous matters- ' 'constituents of
sweat, or the products of some abnorm al metabolism" (change )-which would
have been discharged through the sweat
glands, is largely concerned in the matter. We venture to believe-quite independently of certain experimentsthat this conc1u ion cannot be avoided.
Again, the fc.etid exhalations from
lung and skin in starvation seem to
show that the breaking down of tissue,
which is very rapid in these cases, is
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resulting in a larger discharge than usual, through skin and lungs, of putrescent
matter.
From what has been already said, we
ought not to feel surprised that those
who live in foul air are not only lowering their health, but are carefully preparing themselves both for lung and
bronchial affections, and for such dis eases as scarlet fever, typhoid, smallpox, diphtheria, dysentery, cholera, &c.
\Ve suspect that no class of human
beings suffers so much from the poison
of foul air as infants. Older children
and grown up persons are seldom so
much shut up, and the diseases by
which so many infants die, infantile diarrhc.ea, convulsions and infantile pneu monia, strong] y suggest the irritation
likely to be produced by breathing these
waste -poisons; though improper food
must also bear a large share of the
blame. Of all the evil consequences,
however, of foul air none can be traced
more surely than phthisis or pulmonary
consumption. ·w herever men are crowded together without care and proper
means to supply them with fresh air,
there pulmonary disease shows itself.
\\' hen we come to pneumonia, it is
still the same poisons, we believe, which
indirectly are at work. As in pulmonary consumption the bacillus finds its
food prepared for it in the unhealthy
state of the blood and tissues- altered
by th e poisons that have been rebreathecl from foul air- so also must it be in
pneumonia; if we are to accept the
statements made about the bacterium
of pneumonia.
econdary pneumonia,
which is a lung attack resulting from the
poison in the sys tem from such a fever
as typhoid, throws some light upon this
matter, and ecms exa tly to explain the
origin of ordinary pneumonia. In or-
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dinary pneumonia we believe that it
would be found that the person attacked had been living in rooms where the
air was tainted, had breathed consequr;ntly, again and again, the exhaled
poisons, until these poisons had so altered the tissue as to allow the bacterium to form its lodgment; in other
words, that he was as much "poisonect"
as the person suffering from secondary
pneumonia. Of course a slight chill, by
arresting the action of the skin and thus
increasing the poison in the system, is
likely enough to be the immediate precursor of the attack by rendering the
conditions still more favorable for the
germ.
Again, latent pneumonia in
quite young children i sometimes masked by the signs of the nervous disorder
which precedes it. This nervous disorder tells the story. It is caused by
the poisons which are acting on the system, and which at last produce the attack of pneumonia.
It might, however, be urged that a
person leading a healthy out-door life
might, after severe exposure, be attacked by pneumonia. Certainly, and in
his case the attack would mean poisoning (that is, predisposing for the germ
by poisoning) through the skin ; just as
in the case of the man living in bad air,
it would mean poisoning through the air
taken into the lung .
Now, granting that this is a true explanation, that pneumonia, or even common cold, is a case of poisoning, and
only a case of cold in a secondary sense,
it is worth noticing that the effect of
these poisons must be felt in the throat
and bronchial pas ages and lungs much
more than in other organs. These poisons would cling to the sides of the
throat and bronchial (and na al) passages, and would often enter the lungs.

In the case of persons living in foul air,
these organs, being more e~posed and
in intimate contact with the poison,
would probably b.e saturated with it, and
therefore would be always prepared for
disease. We can then uncterstand at
once why the leading symptoms of a
cold are violent flow from the nose,
sneezing, coughing, with the accumulation of phlegm, and painful soreness in
the throat. These symptoms become
intelligible at once from the point of
view of local poisoning, and we see in
all the circumstances of a colct the "protective efforts" which nature makes to
eject the poison-of whatever kind it
may be-from the parts which are specially attacked, just as we often see in di arrhrea the effort to get rid of an irritant, or in fever, with its rapid disintegration of tisiue, of the poison that has
attacked the system. Of course, as in
pneumonia, some slight chill often immediately precedes the attack of coldthe chill, by its arrest of skin action,
throwing more poison into the blood,
which is sufficient to determine the attack, in the predisposed part.
\Ve believe, therefore, that few healthy
persons would be subject to cold, unless
they lived in impure air. With an old
person or a person in lowered health,
it is different. A defective machinery
for the circulation of the blood or for
respiration might readily result in the
waste -poisons being imperfectly separated from the blood, and thus such persons would live in the same state of
blood-poisoning and preparation for attack as a young and healthy person
does, who con tantly breathe bad air.
\\' here we have ca es of Ji,·er or kidney
attack following upon a severe chill, we
may uppose either that the poisons retained (or formed ) near the urface of
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the body pass into the blood, and then
act through the nervous centres upon
those organs which happen to be specially susceptible j or that the poisons,
imperfectly breathed out at the lungs,
are carried directly to those organs.
We can only say, in conclusion, that
we are convinced that very grave issues
are dependent upon the question of pure
air in our houses. \Ve suspect that not
only liability to cold, but rheumatism,
lumbago, neuralgia, some forms of headache, and many forms of nervou s irritation are to be conque~ed by constantly giving lungs an 1 skin a fair chance of
getting rid of these poisons; we feel
sure that the irritable temper that so often accompanies severe literary work,
and at last ends in the "break-down,"
must largely be put to the account of
the impure air breathed through long
hours j and we suspect that much of
the intemperate drinking in towns results
from the depressed feeling which follows
work done under similar conditions.

Live as much as you can with open
windows, wearing whatever extra clothes
are necessa ry. In this way you will
turn the hours of your work to physical
profit instead of to physical loss. If
you cannot bear an open window, even
with an extra coat, and a rug over your
knees, when you are sitting in a room,
do the next best thing, which is, to
throw the windows wide open- not a
poor six inches- whenever you leave it,
and thus get rid of the taint of the many
dead bodies that we have breathed out
from ourselves, and that han g like
ghosts about our rooms. Smuts, as we
confess, may be bad, but they are
white as snow compared with impure
a1r. Pay special attention to the constant exposure to pure air, both of
clothes and of bedding. Avoid chill,
that is one form of poisoning.
void
impure air, that is another and much
more insidious form of poisoning.
Tlu Contcmpora?J' R t7'inv.
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clear ni ghts when the limpid atmosphere permits us to observe to
the best advantage the innumerable
sp lendors of the sky, we have often seen
a luminou speck suddenly appear in
the depths of pace, and rapidly tracing
a path of light, disappear as suddenly
as it flashed into view. Perhaps we
have had the good fortune to witness a
shower of meteor , and the e apparition have been well calculated to arouse
our curiosity and timulate the imagination. It is well known that fall in stars,
as they are called, are not the only
foreign substance which intrude them-

selves into our atmosphere. In addition to the meteoric stones which reach
the surface of the globe, large quantities of cosmic dust become incorporated with our planet. The tra k which
the earth follows through the heavens is
to some extent filled with this powdt:r
of world ·, which is constantly sifting
down upon the surface of the earth.
\\'hat is the effect f these meteoric
tones and this cosmic dust in increasing the mass of the earth?
)£ oursc the earth, constantly bombarded by elcstial proje tiles is sli ghtly augmenting all the while in volume
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and weight. One astronomer has estimated at I46,ooo,ooo,ooo the number
of projectiles, big and little, which annually reach the surface of the earth.
Supposing that each meteoric stone has
a volume of a cubic millimetre, or about
a third of an inch in all its dimensions,
and a density seven times as great as
that of water, our globe would thus be
annually increased by a volume of I46
cubic metres and a weight of over 2, soo,
ooo pounds. In one hundred centuries
the augmentation of the size of the earth
would .thus be equal to I, 46o, ooo cubic
metres and the increase in the weight
would amount to over 255,soo,ooo,ooo
pounds. If this cosmic dust were spread
uniformly over the entire surface of
the planet, it would constitute in thirtyfive thousand years a bed of about a
third of an inch in thickness. But these
figures probably fall far short of the reality. We know of quite a number of
these rerolites that exceed r,ooo pounds
in weight. Here is a list of some of the
famous reroli tes :
r.-The rerolite which long served
as a bench at the door of the church of
Caille, in the Maritime Alps, now m
Paris. '"eight, I,675 pounds.
2.-The rerolite found in q88, at
Tucoman, in the Argentine Republic,
now in London. " Teight, I,695 pound .
3·-The rerolite discovered in Siberia,
by Pallas, in r 749, now in Paris. Its
former weight was I,876 pounds, but
fragments which have been broken from
it have reduced its weight to I,Jgo
pounds.
4. - The rerolite which fell in r8 r 6 at
Santa Rosa, in New Granada. " ' eight,
2,oro pounds.
5. - The rerolite which served as an
idol, at Charca , Mexico, was later an

ornament of the church there, and was
finally taken by the French to Paris.
We,ight, 2, 290 pounds.
6.-The rerolite discovered in I86I,
at Melbourne. The two fragments, one
in Melbourne and the other in London
weigh together, 8,040 pounds.
7.-The reroli te of Bendego, near
Bahia, Brazil, discovered in I8r6, and
taken toRiodeJaneiro,in I877. ·weight,
IJ,J64 pounds.
8.-The rerolite which was found
near the source of the Yellow river in
China, and which measured fifty feet in
height. Weight, 26,8oo pounds.
9·-The great rerolite of Tucuman,
in South America.
·weight, 40,200
pounds.
I o.-The enormous reroli te discovered in I875, upon a mountain of the
Province of St. Catherine, in Brazil, and
of which the fourteen fragments weigh
together, 67,ooo pounds.
I I. Finally the greatest of them all,
the meteoric stone, which was discovered at Ximenes, in the tate of Chihuahua, Mexico. The two pieces have
the enormous weight of 75, ooo pounds.
Mr. Jacques Leotard, a French writer,
who compiled this list, says there is little doubt that many rerolites exist that
are even larger than tho ·e here mentioned. The fact should also be remembered that the surface of the sea is
much greater than the land surface, and,
of course, the larger number of rerolites
fall into the ocean. One remarkable
and very curiou con equence of this
increase in the mass or the earth, is that
the rotation of our planet up on its axi
in the cour e of many age must little
by little, becom lower increasin a the
length of the day.
GoldtiL7.oaite s G t'orrraj>ILical llfa ua:;ine.

THE HERMIT.

I

N the reign of King Moabdar there
lived at Babylon a young man named Zadig. He was handsome, rich, and
naturally good-hearted ; and at the moment when this story opens, he was
travelling on foot to see the world, and
to learn philosophy and wisdom.
But,
hitherto, he had encountered so much
misery, and endured so many terrible
disasters, that he had become tempted
to rebel against the will of Heaven, and
to believe that the Providence which
rules the world neglects the good, and
lets the evil prosper. In this unhappy
spirit he was one day walking on the
banks of the Euphrates, when he chanced to meet a venerable hermit, whose
snowy beard descended to his girdle,
and who carried in his hand a scroll
which he was reading with attention.
Zadig stopped, and made him a low bow.
The hermit returned the salutation with
an air so kindly, and so noble, that Zadig felt a curiosity to speak to him. He
inquired what scroll was that which he
was reading.
"lt is the Book of Destiny," replied
the hermit, "would you like to read
it?"
He handed it to Zadig · but the latter,· though he knew a dozen lan g uage s,
ould not understand a word of it. Hi s
curiosity increased.
"You appear to be in trouble,'' said
the kindly hermit.
las . " said Zadig, ' I have cause
to be so."
"If you will allm me," , aid the hermit, 'I will accompany you. Perhap ·

I may be useful to you. I am sometimes able to console the sorrowful."
Zadig felt a deep respect for the ap pearance, the white beard, and the
mysterious scroll of the old hermit, and
perceived that his conversation was that
of a superior mind. The old man spoke
of destiny, of justice, of morality, of
the chief good of life, of human frailty,
of virtue and of vice, with so much
power and eloquence, that Zac.Jig felt
himself attracted by a kind of charm,
and besought the hermit not to leave
him until they should return to Babylon.
"I ask you the same favor," said the
henuit.
''Promise me that, whatever
I 1nay do , you will keep me company for
several days.''
Zadi g gave the promise ; and they se t
hrth tugd her.
That night tl1e traveller: arrived at a
grand mansion. The hermit begged for
food and lodging for himself and his
ompanion. The , porter, who might
have been mistaken for a prince, usher ed them in with a contemptuous air of
welcom e. The hicf servant showe(l
them the magnificanl apartments ; and
they were then admitte l to the bottom
of the table, where the master of the
mansion did not ondescend to cast a
glance at them. Th ey were, however,
served with deli a ics in profusion, and
after dinner washed th ei r hands in a
golden basin set with emeralds and ru hies. They were then condu ted for the
night into a beautiful apartment; and
the next morning, before they left the
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castle, a servant brought them each a
piece of gold.
''The master of the house," said Zadig, as they went their way, "appears
to be a generous man, although a trifle
haughty. He practises a noble hospitality." As he spoke, he perceived that
a kind of large pouch which the hermH
carried appeared singularly distended ;
within it was the golden basin~ set with
precious stones, which the old man had
purloined. Zadig was amazed ; but he.
said nothing.
At noon the hermit stopped before a
little house, in which lived a wealthy
miser, and once more asked for hospitality. An old valet in a shabby coat
received them very rudely, showed them
into the stable, and set before them a
few rotten olives, some mouldy bread,
and beer which had turned sour. The
hermit ate and drank with as much content as he had shown the night before;
then addressing the old valet, whQ had
kept his eye upon them to make sure
that they stole nothing, he gave him the
two gold pieces which they had received that morning, and thanked him for
his kind attention. "Be so good," he
added, "as to let me see your master."
The astonished valet showed them in.
"Most mighty signor," said the hermit, "l can only render you my humble
thanks for the noble manner in which
you have received us. I beseech you
to accept this golden basin as a token
of my gratitude."
The miser almost fell backwards with
amazement. The hermit, without wait ing for him to recover, set off with
peed, with his companion.
"Holy Father," aid Zadig, "what
does all thi mean? You seem to me to
r em ble other men in nothing. Yo~
steal a goldeq basin set with jewels from a

Signor who receives you with magnificence, and you give it to a curmudgeon
who treats you with indignity."
"My son," replied the hermit, "this
mighty lord, who only welcomes travellers through vanity, and to display his
riches, will henceforth grow wiser, while
the miser will be taught to practise hospitality. Be amazed at nothing, and
follow me."
Zadig knew not whether he was dealing with the most foolish or the wisest
of all men. But the hermit spoke with
such ascendency that Zadig, who besides was fettered by his promise, had
no choice except to follow him.
That night they came to an agreeable house, of simple aspect, and show ing signs of neither prodigality nor a varice. The owner was a philosopher,
who had left the world, and who studied
peacefully the rules of virtue and wisdom, and who yet was happy and contented. He had built this calm retreat
to please himself, and he receiv~d the
strangers in it with a frankness which
displayed no sign of ostentation. He
conducted them himself to a comfortable chamber, where he made them rest
awhile; then he returned to lead them
to a dainty little supper. During their
con~ersation they agreed that the affairs
of this world are not always regulated
by the opinions of the wisest men. But
the hermit still maintained that the ways
of Providence are wrapt in mystery,and
that men do wrong to pass their judgment on a universe of which they only
see the smallest part. Zadig wondered
how a person who committed uch mad
acts could reason so correctly.
At length, after a conver ation as
agreeable as instructive, the ho t conducte l the two traveller to their apartment, and thanked heaven for sending
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him two visitors so wise and virtuous.
He offered them some money, but so
frankly that they could not feel offended. The old man declined, and desired to say farewell, as he intended to depart for Babylon at break of day. They
therefore parted on the warmest terms,
and Zadig, ab9ve all, was filled with
kindly feelings towards so amiable a
man.
\Vhen the hermit and himself were in
their chamber, they spent some time in
praises of their host. At break of day
the old man woke his comrade.
''vVe must be going," he remarked.
"But while everyone is still asleep, I
wish to leave this worthy man a pledge
of my esteem." With these words, he
took a torch and set the house on fire.
Zadig burst forth into cries of horror,
and would have stopped the frightful
act.
But the hermit, by superior
strength, drew him away. The house
was in a blaze; and the old man, who
was now a good way off with his companion, looked back calmly at the burning pile.
"Heaven be praised ! " he cried,
''our kind host's house is de troyed
from top to bottom ! "
At these words Zadig knew not whether he should burst out laughing, call
the reverend father an old rascal, knock
him down, or run away. But he did
neither. Still subdued by the superior
manner of the hermit, he followed him
against his will to their next lodging.
This was the dwelling of a good and
charitable widow, who had a nephew of
fourteen, her only hope and joy.
he
did her best to use the travellers well;
and the next morning she bade her
nephew guide them safely past a certain
bridge, which, having recently been
broken, had become dangerous to cross

over. The youth, eager to oblige them,
led the way.
"Come," said the hermit, when they
were half across the bridge, "l must
show my gratitude towards your aunt;"
and as he spoke he seized the young
man by the hair and threw him into the
nver. The youth fell, reappeared for
an instant on the surface, and then was
swallowed by the torrent.
''Oh, monster ! " exclaimed Zadig,
"oh, most detestable of men ! " - ''You promised me more patience,"
interrupted the old man. "Listen ! Beneath the ruins of that house which
Providence saw fit to set on fire, the
owner will discover an enormous treas ure; while this young man, whose existence Providence cut short, would
have ki I led his aunt within a year, and
you yourself in two."
"\Vho told you so, barbarian?" cried
Zadig, "and even if you read the issue
in your Book of Destiny, who gave you
power to drown a youth who never injured you?"
While he spo ke, he sa w that the old
man had a bean~ no longer, and that
hi s face had becom e fair and young ;
his hermit's frock had di sappeared;
four white wings covered hi s majestic
form, and shone with dazzling lustre.
"Angel of heaven !" cried Zauig, "you
are then descended from the ski es to
teach an er ring mortal to submit to the
eternal laws?"
"Men," replied the angel Jezrael,
"judge all things without knowledge;
and you, of all men, most deserved to
be enlightened . The world imagines
that the youth who has just peri hed
fell by chance into the water, and that
by a like chance the rich man's hou c
wa set on fire. But there is no su h
thing as chance ; all is trial, or punish-
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ment, or foresight. Feeble mortal, cease took his flight to heaven. And Zadig
to argue and rebel against what you fell upon his knees.
From t!te French of Voltaire.
ought to adore ! "
As he spoke these words the angel
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scientific world has always speculated more or less upon this question, but at no time has it become so
intensely interesting.
This question
once scientifically answered, and many
others, both physical and metaphysical,
"'ould no longer be debatable. It is
not our purpose in this article to set
forth any new theory, or to discuss at
length any which now exists; but if we
can see how and why it is a question
difficult of solution and at the same time
take some view that is not inconsistent
with reason and our present knowledge
our aim will have been accomplished.
It seems advisable to have some opinion
concerning such a fundamental problem before entering into the discussion
of some other questions of a scientific
nature that are in intimate relation to it.
In the first place, if we have in mind
some philosophy which we desire to defend, we are apt, as is often done, to bend
our reason to the argument. Vv e will
be more honest if we base our reasoning solely ·upon facts.
The truth is,
that the various views that have been
held upon this question have not been
based upon facts and reason, but rather
such as would accord with the philosophies of the times.
This is often the
reason why we cannot succeed in making others see things as we see them.
Everything must be viewed through the

eye-glass of our previQusly conceived
notions.
That there is a cause of the difference
between the living and the non-living is
admitted by nearly all schools of philosophy, but very different views of this
cause have been held by adherents of
the same system of philosophy. Among
those who adhere to the teaching of
Monism, or the theory that everything
that is can be resolved into a single
principle, there are many that hold to
materialism.
Others who teach that
matter and force are identical are known
as idealists.
And others who believe
that everything is mind have been termeel panthei ts.
The system of Dualism, or the teaching that everything that exists can be
resolved into two principles, mind and
matter, is that adhered to by all opponents of Monistic teaching.
Hi tory shows that ever since there
can be said to have been a philosophy
there has been a tendency toward 1onism. The ftrst of the ancient philosophers, Thales, was in every sense a
:M onist, as, al o were hi followers,
Pythagoras, Parmenide , Heraclitus
Empedocles, .ocrates, etc.· but throughout all, Duali ·m stood as a great wall
inactive, defying Ionism to pa over
it. • lthough it i true that Des artes,
the founder of modern philo ophy, ig-
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nored all forms of Monism, and was decidedly Dualistic, yet after an age of
Stoicism, Epicureanism, Skepticism,
Neo-Platonism, Religious Scholasticism,
etc., was there not need of something
that would give rest and quiet for awhile?
It should, however, be understood that
the tendency toward Monism is no argument against Dualism.
Life has been variously defined: Bichat
says, "Life is the sum total of the functions by which death is resisted." Spencer says, "Life is a continuous adjustment of internal relations to external
relations."
Haeckel says, "that all
natural bodies which are known to us
are equally animated, and that no distinction exists between animate and inanimate bodies." These definitions are
all meaningless, but the substance of
the materialistic view is, that life is some
state of being.
"Am I but •Nhat I seem-mere flesh and blood?
A branching channel, and a mazy flood?
The purple stream that through my vessels
glides,
Dull and unconsci ous flows, like common tides.
The pipes through which the circ ling juices stray,
Are not that thinking.!, no more than they?
Thi frame, compartecl with transcendent skill,
Of moving joints, obedient to my will,
Nursed from the fruitful glebe, like yonder tree,
Waxes and wastes: I call it mine, not 111e.
New matter sti ll the moldering mass sustai ns,
The mansion changed, the tenant still remains;
And from the fleeting stream, repaired by blood,
Distinct, as is the swimmer from the flood."

Life according to materialistic philosophy is the phenomena of the action
of matter upon matter. In othe r words
it i the phenomena of the condition of
matter and th e condition that of motion.
All matter is in motion, and in one form
it gives the phenomena of heat, in another light, in another ele tricity, anrl.
in another life.
The pantheistic \'icw, that e\·erything

is a· product of the mind, is still the doctrine of some, but as it offers but little
ground for argument, we can say as the
poet sings, "Pan is dead."
Now without doubt matter does act
upon matter, and possibly does give us
gravitation, heat, light, electricity, etc.,
but does this any more than suggest that
life may be the phenomena of the ac tion of matter upon matter? Certainly
not. The suggestion is all well enough,
but evidence and proof consist in more
than a mere suggestion.
\Vhat are some of the facts concerning life? In the first place there is a
life-matter- a substance called protoplasm, or bioplasm. Its c11emical form ula, (if it has one) is not known.
vVe
know that it is composed of carbon, hy drogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. It is the
only matter that gives tl1e phenomena
of life, and as soon as life is go ne it as
protoplasm ceases to exist. The various
simpler compounds into which it breaks
up are those which result from the decomposition of all protected bodies.
There is somethi ng here which all the
known laws of the action of matter upon matter will not explai n. It has been
argued that possibly some isomeric form
exists in the chemical compound. True
enough the elements in many organic
substances of the same chemical cornposition may combine in su h ways as
to give compounds with very different
properties, but in the sense of hcmi al
combination no known case of isomeri m behaves as does living protoplasm.
Again, explanations based upon the existence of hemical compounds in the
nascent condition will not suffice. There
may be nas ent elements, and for that
matter both simple and compound radicals but no element from the laws of
chemical affiinity will be so obstinate
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as not to enter into combination itself
and at the same time prevent all other
elements from combining. From this
it would seem that protoplasm could
never be manufactured in the chemical
laboratory, and, if it could be, it would
be liYing matter.
Much more might be said concerning the laws of matter and the correlation of the known physical forces as
bearing upon the subject, but that there
is a ''vital force" separate and distinct
from all physical forces, and yet acting
with them under certain conditions to
produce the phenomena of life, seems
more reasonable than to believe that
life is a problem of chemistry when not
a single known law of chemistry is fulfilled in the phenomena.
We are to this extent Dualistic in our
philosophy.
We make a distinction
between dead and living matter, and
think it better to believe that there is a
principle in living matter which acts upon matter as' 'clay in the potter's hands"
producing all the various forms of animal and plant life.
That "vital force" exists separate
from the body would not seem unreasonable, but of its nature as such we
know nothing. "You may bury me as
you choose, if you can only catch me.
But you will not understand me when I
teli you that I, Socrates, who am now
speaking shall not remain with you after having drunk the poison, but shall
depart to some of the enjoyments of the
b1essed. You must not talk of burying or
burning Socrates, as if I were suffering
some terrible operation. Such language
is inauspicious and depressing to our
minds. Keep up your courage, and
talk of burying the body of ocrates;
conduct the burial as you think best and
most decent."

It is interesting to note that everywhere throughout both Hebrew and
New Testament Scriptures the Dualistic
view is set forth. Moses says in his account of creation "and God breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life; and
man became a '' 'living soul.'" St. Luke
in the account of Jairus' daughter says,
"Her spirit came again and she arose
straightway." St. Paul often speaks of
body and spirit. Furthermore the Hebrew word which speaks of man a "living soul" is used in the same sense in
speaking of the lower animals. This
although from Revealed Truth is not
considered as argument in favor of a
Dualistic life theory.
In fact, if it
should be proved that ''life" is the phenomena of one principle, the truth of
the Bible would in no way be affected.
The probability i~ that ''life-force,"
or "spirit," is the powerful agent which
brings into its service matter, weaving
it into the various structures of organic
life. If we return to our plant-cell of a
few months since we can see the lifeprocess in action.
The protoplasm
ever active, constantly elaborates new
material, which is in fact dead matter
but entirely different in structure and
chemical composition than it was when
taken as dead matter into the cell.
There are the cell-wall, cellulose, granules, chlorophyl bodies, etc., all products
of the cell. As such, they are dead,
but may undergo chemical change,even
in the cell, by the action of light, heat,
etc. Such is the history of all cells.
The materials formed by the protoplasm
enters into the structure of the cell, but
the builder oon leaves the old house
always preferring to live in the new.
Indeed, death almost seems to be a conclition of life. In the cell is the life of
an organism and in it i its death. \Ve
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should of course, distinguish between
the death of the body as a whole and
the death of the cells composing the
body. The death of certain cells, undoubtedly produces somatic death, but
many cells continue to live for some
time as perfectly after bodily death as
before. Hair continues to grow on a
corpse, and the circulation of blood in
the n~rmal kidney of a mouse can be
seen after removed from the body for
some length of time. Every organism
large or small, animal or plant, has had
every element entering into its structure
acted upon by the vitalizing principle.
And, what is more, it has never yet been
demonstrated that there is any difference in the protoplasm of different types
of life. The protoplasm in a dog differs in no way from that of a horse.
Why the protoplasm of one cell will
elaborate bone, another nerve, another
muscle etc., does not lie in the different
powers of the matter in the bioplasts,
but rather, in the difference in power
of the vital force. The primitive, or
germ cell, in one type of animal life
differs in no way from that of a lower
or higher type, and no one can tell from
a particular germ whether it will develop into one kind of animal or another.
That there is a system of almost perfect gradation in all life is evident but
these morphological differences cannot
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HE candidate that successfully passes the mental and physical examinations will receive an appointment as a
adet, and will become an inaval
mate of the Naval Academy. ·w hen a
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be attributed to an evolution in the power of the matter, but rather to an evolution in the "vital force" or "spirit"
which acts upon the matter. The links
in the long chain of succession in the
forms of life from the lowest to the
highest are but the casts of "vital force"
with added powers. In one division
there are the various forms of plant-life.
Then the lowest forms of animal life
probably endowed with little more than
consciousness of self. Still farther along
the chain we find a factor added to
"spirit" which gives intelligence. Fi nally man is chief and above all by the
addition of a factor to spirit which gives
moral properties. And is not this the
teaching of advanced thought? No one
believes that the difference in the intelligence of animals is one of kind, but
rather one of degree. Long ago Hegel
attempted to explain the evolution of
the universe from a subjective or metaphysical standpoint; and in our own
time the system has been most elaborately set forth by Herbert Spencer
from an objective or physical stand point based upon the "law of associa tion." It matters not whether Herbert
Spencer is a materialist, idealist, or
neither as he claims he is not, he has
scientifically shown the suggestiveness
of an evolution of "spirit" which is difficult to disbelieve.
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candidate becomes a cadet he must sign
such arti les as are given him · which
arti les bind him to serve in the scrvi e
of the
nited 'tates
avy for ei ght
years unless sooner di charged.
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After the cadet has entered the Academy he must provide himself with certain uniforms and articles prescribed by
regulations. As a security for these articles he must make a deposit, in amount
equal to the value of the articles drawn.
This deposit amounts to about two
hundred and twenty-five dollars and is
credited to the cadet's account. After
the cadet has been at the Academy for
three months he will be credited with
the amount of his actual traveling expenses from his home to the Academy.
This amount, however, is refunded by
the cadet if he does not complete the
first year's course at the Academy.
The new cadet has now passed from
civil to naval life, and usually considers himself one of the future Admirals
of the Navy. (We trust he may become
one, though chances are few.) He is
quartered on board the old frigate
"Santee."
His first instruction is a
course, for three are four weeks in May
and September, in the"School of the Soldier," which will be spoken of later.
Instead of ''hours as you please," the
cadet has a prescribed routine to follow.
The day commences at six o'clock in
the mo1·ning and closes at ten o'clock
in the evening. At the commencing of
the day a cannon (spoken of in theN avy
as a gun) is fired, the first one he has
heard, and immediately after gun-fire,
the harsh, yet musical, notes of a bugle
are heard, which the older cadets call
reveille, and at the sound of which all
cadets are obliged to "turn out," (get
up). Shortly after reveille has sounded, the uofficer-of-the-day," a cadet of
one of the higher classes, inspects to
see if all the cadets have gotten up.
Those not turning out will be reported
and given a number of demerits.
It
may as well be stated now, that theca-

dets are allowed demerits as follows :
For the first year the cadet is allowed
three hundred demerits; for the second
year, two hundred and fifty; for the
third year, two hundred, and for the
fourth year, one hundred and fifty. A
record of reports against a cadet and
the demerits given is kept at the Superintendent's office.
Half an hour after reveille the breakfast call is sounded and the new cadets on the Santee are marched in a
squad to breakfast formation.
At breakfast formation the entire
corps of cadets is formed as a battalion,
and each one is inspected by an officer
of the Department of Discipline. Should
this officer find ,the cadet's uniform or
any part of it, in any way untidy, such
as not properly brushed, a button off
the blouse, the cap not properly on,
etc., the cadet will be reported and,
the next day, he will be obliged to make
out a written explanation regarding the
reports made against him. During the
inspection at breakfast formation, the
reports for the previous day are read
aloud. Some of the offences and demerits assigned are,Using tobacco, or having tobacco in
possession, . . . . . ten de~eri ts.
Leaving the Academy without permission, . . . . . ten demerits.
Falsehood, . . . . . . . fifty demerits
(but usually dismissal).
Absent any formation, .. five demerits.
Clothes not properly brushed, . . . .
three demerits.
Button off blouse, . . . . one demerit.
After breakfast, which as other meals,
is prescribed by the senior medical officer of the Academy, prayers are offered by the Chaplain. ~\.t half-past seven o'clock in the morning and evening
sick call is sounded, and those cadets
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feeling the necessity of medical treatment repair to the hospital, where one
of the surgeons will prescribe for the
sick.
We are now ready for work and will
proceed with the instruction of the newly admitted.
At eight o'clock in the
morning the new cadet, with his classmates, is marched to the Armory for his
instruction in the School of the Soldier,
which is an exercise for developing the
physique of the cadet.
It would be a
tnost excellent exercise in all schools.
Some of the exercises are: First exercise.-In this as in most of
the others there are three distinct motions, which are executed at the commands One, Two, and Three !
At the command one, the hands are
thrown forward, arms horizontal, the
palms of the hands up, and edges touch ing; at two, the hands are brought
above the head, with the tips of the
fingers touching the top of the head,
keeping the elbows well back.
At the
command tltree, the hands are raised
to full arm's length, the palms of the
hands touching, then gradually lowered
to the sides, keeping the arms extended.
Second exercise.-At the command
one, the hands are raised above the
head, arms extended and thumbs locked, right thumb forward.
At t·wo,
keep the lower part of the body, from
the hips down, rigid, bending over and
touching the floor with the palms of the
hands. At t!trec, bring the hands to
the sides and resume the position of a
soldier.
Third exercise.-At command ollc,
bring the hand smartly to the front,
arms extended and horizontal, the palms
of the hands together. .\.t two, throw
the hand martly to the rear, keeping
the arms extended and a nearly hori-
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zontal as possible, raising well on the
toes, and if possible touch the hands
behind the back.
At !!tree, bring the
hands to the sides.
These are but a few of the exercises
to be gone through, yet one feels that
these three exercise almost every muscle of the body.
After a few hours of the School of the
Soldier the squad is marched to the N atatorium where the cadets are instructed in swimming.
This instruction is
given by a professor of athletic s, who
has charge also of the instruction in the
gymnasium.
Having finished with the instruction
at theN atatorium the cadets are march ed back to the Santee and are allowed
half an hour to prepare themselves
for dinner. For this they are very glad
as the morning exercises just finished
are very conducive to good appetites.
After dinner the new cadet is allowed
about an hour for recreation or rest.
During the afternoon the exercises are
swimming and one of the following: handling small arms, manual of arms, boats
with oars or sai ls, or artillery drill.
These drill s consume th e greater part of
the afternoon, and most of the energy
of the young naval officer, yet h e is
able to enjoy a hearty suppe r at six
o'clock.
At thi s meal, the new cadet, (known
by the older cadets as "Plebe,") mee ts
his older school-mates who enjoy themselves tormenting Mr. Pleb , by asking
him a thousand questions, in nature resembling the following: "\Vhat is your
nam e mister ?" "\ here did you orne
from, and arc there any more like you
where you live?" ''\Vhat did you you
come here for; glo ry, five hundred dollars
a year, or for the edu ation ?"etc. These
arc asked the poor cadet just admitted,
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in such rapidity that he fears to make
any response will be an error on his
part. He is right in his fears, for any
a11swer he gives will be wrong, and the
instruction he then receives will be what
his answers in the future, shall be. This
is only a small portion of the tormenting he will receive, as the opportunities
at meal formations are not the best for
the older cadets to do their tormenting,
commonly known as hazing.
Having finished with supper, the new
cadets are marched back to the Santee
and at half-past seven they are instructed for an hour in the gymnazium, at
athletics.
This completes the work for the day
and the tired and wornout cadet returns
to the Santee to spend the next two
hours at leisure, letter writing, and relating to the other cadets of his class,
what has happened to himself during the
course oi the day.
Half-past nine comes and the evening
gun is fired when hammocks are swung
and each cadet prepares himself for the
ordeal of ten o'clock when all cadets
must ''turn in."
He is happy now,
pleased with the chance to "turn in"
his hammock. But alas ! poor fellow,
he no sooner ''turns in" on one side
than he quickly, yet unintentionally and
unwillingly, plunges head foremost out
on the opposite side of the hammock.
The next attempt usually is a more successful one, and the next eight hours
are spent in silent slumber, and before
he realizes that eight hours have passed,
he is again aroused by the morning gun
and reveille.
The School of the Soldier in the morn-

ing and the afternoon drills continue
until the.practice ship is ready for her
summer cruise, when the First, Third and
Fourth classes of Naval Cadets are quartered on board the "Constellation."
The work on board the Constellation
during the practice cruise is, for the
Third and Fourth classes, making themselves acquainted with all the gear,
(ropes) of the ship, the sails, making
of knots, parts of the ship, and, in general, the foundation of naval knowledge.
The first class is instructed in handling ships and are given opportunities
to show their abilities by actual experiments. They are also instructed in the
handling of the large guns.
This practice c.ruise usually commences on June ele_venth and continues
until August twenty-eighth.
During
this time the ship is taken far out to
sea, as well as to some of the New England ports.
From September until the first of October the First, Second and Third classes are allowed to go home on vacation
on leave. During this time the Fourth
classman is busily engaged with the
School of the Soldier and various other exercises.
Shortly before those on leave return,
the Fourth classman shifts from the San tee to the cadet buildings and arranges
himself for the coming work which is
about to engage his mind for eight long,
and sometimes tiresome, months, unless he is unable to keep up with his
class, in which case he will write the
letter that many before him have written,
and which will be spoken of as the
course advances.

THE IRON INDUSTRIES OF PITTSBURG.
JAMES KITSON.

T

HE State of Pennsylvania, of which
Pitts burg is the leading manufactu ring centre, produces 25o,ooo barrels of
petroleum a month, has a yearly output
of 3o,ooo,ooo tons of bituminous coal,
and last year produced within a small
fraction of one half of all the pig iron
and more than half of all the rolled iron
and steel made in the country. This
princely domain of 45,ooo square miles,
with all its boundless and marvellous
mineral w~al th, was ceded to the Penns
by King Charles II. in satisfaction of a
claim for $5o,ooo.
Pittsburg is the
leading centre for the production of
steel rails. Here are situated the celebrated works of Andrew Carnegie and
his partners, the largest producers of
rails in the world. At the Edgar Johnson steel works of the firm is a blastfurnace plant which is the most complete and advanced in the United States.
One furnace has the remarkable output
of 2 300 tons of pig iron per week. The
furnaces produce 6oo,ooo tons of pig
iron a year, and the Bessemer steel plant
has a daily capacity of I 300 tons of ingots, 1050 tons of rails and 300 tons of
billets. The only fuel used for heating
the furnaces and the boilers is natural
gas.
Petroleum rises from subter ranean
reservoirs and flows away in pipes to the
refineries. The earth is tapped, and
natural gas-that wonderful fuel distilled ready for man's use in ature's own
alchemy-springs from the soil, passing
through pipes to feed boilers, furnaces,
stoves, to warm shops and dwelling-hous-

es, to serve all industrial and domestic
purposes, from driving an engine to
cooking a dinner. With an unlimited and
unrivalled supply of coal, iron, readymade fuel and other natural agencies,
Pittsburg could not help becoming a
great industrial centre. Its geographical position, as well as its natural richness, is in its favor. Situated between
the Alleghany and Monongahela rivers,
which at their confluence form the Ohio,
Pittsburg commands 2o,ooo miles of
navigable rivers, tributaries of the Ohio
and the Mississippi, for the shipment of
its products, and can send its vessels up
the Missouri to a distance of over 4000
miles. Pittsburg is also a centre of
great railway systems, and has thus
abundant facilities for the distribution
of its manufactures. A few facts concerning the industries of Pittsburg will
show what its productive resources are,
and indicate what they may become.
In the Pittsburg district 75o,ooo,ooo
feet of natural gas are delivered to consumers each day through I I 25 miles of
pipe, for the use of mil1s and factories
and to upwards of 3o,ooo warehouses,
stores, hotels, and dwelling-hou es :
which is equal to an annual displacement of coal of about 8,ooo,ooo tons.
Pittsburg's 2 I blast furnaces in r88g
produced r,2o3,435 tons of pig iron,
while 33 rolling mills showed a production of I, 1 os, 57 3 tons of steel and 6 38,
450 of rolled iron. Its 49 iron founderies represent a capital of over ro,oco
ooo, its rs,ooo coke ovens consume
9,ooo,ooo tons of coal, obtained from
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the Connellsville region, to make 6,
of coke, used in the
manufacture of pig iron. The output
of coal is here 20, ooo,ooo tons per annum.
The product of wrought iron
pipe last year did not fall short of 350,
ooo tons, while the output of structural
iron and steel was r6s,ooo tons. Glass
making is an important Pittsburg industry, about 67 firms or companies being

ooo, ooo tons

engaged in it. This city occupies a
leading place in the manufacture of incandescent electric lamps. The production of aluminium by electricity is
carried on very successfully in Pittsburg,
and it is in great demand for use in
commerce. This is an industry which
promises important developments in the
near future.-From notes on t!ze visit of
t!ze Britz'slt Iron Institute to America.
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GEOGRAPHY.
MANTlE

E.

T

BALDWIN . .

HERE are many things children
may learn before beginning the
study of geography, in the technical
sense of the word.
I.
They may learn to distinguish the
right hand from the left; to know the
meaning of the terms 01'Cr, 717tder, abo7'e,

5·

belou.1, up, down.

9·

They may be taught the points of
compass, east, west, north, south, and
perhaps the intermediate points.
3· They may learn the meaning of
the names of the natural features of land
water.
NATURAL FEAT RE .
I. LAND.
ontinent, 8. Mountain,
I.
Island,
2.
9· Hill,
Peninsula,
IO.
alley,
3·
II. Plain,
4· I thmus,
I 2. Table-Land
ape,
5·
6. Promontory, r 3· Desert
l.: r C.
7· Volcano,
II. \\ ATER.
10.
stuary
cean,
I.

2.

3·
4·

6.
7.
8.

Sea,
Gulf,
Bay,
Strait,
Channel,
Sound,
Inlet,
Outlet,

II.
I 2.

13.
I4.
I5.

16.
q.
18.

Lake,
Pond,
River,
Creek,
Brook,
Rivulet
pring,
Bayou,

ere.

2.

They should be taught to observe
the occupations of the people in the
neighborhood ; such as farming, building, brickmaking, shoemaking, etc.
5· They should be taught concerning the occupation of the people of the
world.
6. They . hould be taught with regn rd to producti \'e and unproductive
oil.
7. They hould learn omething concerning limate e pecially the ea on :
and that the eason are not the same
in all part of the world · that in the
e 1uatorial reo-ion ther are two ea on
the wet, or rainy, and the dry ; that very
4·
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far north and very far south there are
but two seasons, usually called day and
night, but in reality winter and summer.
8. They must learn that there are,
on the earth, three great kingdoms; the
mineral, the animal, and the vegetable,
or plant. The mineral may be divided
into the used and the unused; the plant,
into the wild and the cultivated; the
animal, into the wild and the domesticated.
9· '1'hey should be taught something
concerning the different races of men
and of the parts of the world where they
may be found; that the different races
cannot always be distinguished by their
color, but by certain peculiarities of the
head and face ; that there are black men
who belong to the same race as ourselves; that there are white men who
belong to the Negro race, etc.
ro. They should go with the teacher
on a geographical walk. On this walk,
they should be taught to observe and
comment on the things they have thus
far learned. The geographical walk,
should not be too long. Before going,
the teacher should explain what they
are expected to look for and what they
ought to learn from the walk.
If p !ants are seen growing, the soil
is productive ; if no plant are growing
in certain spots, it may be that the soil
is unproductive, or it may be from other causes.
They should notice the
kinds of trees, and wheth er they are
wild or have been planted by man, whether they are ornamental or fruit producing. They hould observe the fields and
yards and what i growing in them ;
bserve the g ras and flower , and every other form of vegetable life seen
during the walk.
They sh uld notice
the bird ., inse t · and, if near any wa Ob erve whether the
t r, the fi he .

animals are wild or domesticated. If
domesticated, what kinds, and for what
purposes; whether for food, or clothing, or beasts of burden.
Chickens,
geese, sheep, horses, cattle, hogs, dogs
and cats will probably be seen; birds,
bees, flies, squirrels and rabbits may
perhaps be seen.
The pupils s~ould observe any rocks,
pebbles, sand, pieces of coal, or any
other thing that helps to constitute the
mineral kingdom. They should notice
whether unused, or whether they are
placed there for man's use.
On the return, each child should be
required to tell in nice order what he
learned during the walk. The teacher
should ask questions skilfully and in
definite order, beginning first with the
direction, whether they went east, west,
north, or south. Second with the weath er, whether the sun shone or it was
cloudy; whether fair or stormy; wheth er cold, warm, or temperate ; whether
the wind blew or the air was alrn.
The different vegetables should come
next in order, the cultivated plants b eing first, the wild ones second. Then
animal life,clomesticated being first onsiderecl, the wild second. Then the
mineral forms, use 1 being fir st, unused
second.
Then the occupations of the people
seen during the walk should be considered. If they were farming, what th y
were doing, and for what purpose . If
they were working at bri ·k, how th ey
were working with them; an d so on
through the different o upations th y
ob ervecl.
These walks may be made very profitable to hildren a · far ad van ed as the
f urth reader.
In ase the teacher annot take the
hildren into the ountry very profita-
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ble lessons may be learned from the
streets of any town; all the topics being handled in a manner similar to those
given.above.
I 1. Children should be taught concerning the €arth's shape.
I 2. They should be taught concerning the daily motion of the earth, and
what it causes.
IJ. They should be taught of the
yearly motion and what it causes.
I4. They should be taught something
of the moon and its influence upon the
tides.
IS. They should learn to draw a map
of the school-room, of the school grounds
and of the school-district or village.

and as the ship comes nearer and nearer, more and more of the vessel may be
seen j they may be told that this is true
all over the world, wherever there are
large bodies of water on which ships
can sail. Just as when we see a person
coming up a hill, we see the top of his
head first, so the ship comes over the
hill, or curve of water and the top is
first seen.
Another proof of the shape of the
earth may be given by the statement
that all of the other heavenly bodies are
balls in space, so it is reasonable to conelude that our Heavenly Father made
this one a ball also.
Many proofs should not be given to
beginners in geography. Two or three
THE SHAPE OF .THE EARTH.
pl~inly presented are sufficient.
SIMPLE illustrations should be used
The question is sometimes asked by
in teaching children the shape of the children, "If the earth is round, why
earth. They can be shown by means do not the people on the other side of
of a ball, apple, or globe, that people the world fall off? And why does not
can start from a certain place and trav- the water on the other side spill out?"
el continuously in the same direction, It may be answered in this way: If we
and finally arrive at the place from which have a stick and we let go of it, it will
they started. Then the pupils may be not stand still in the air, but will fall
told that this has many times been done; . until it falls to the ground. Everything,
that every day people are on journeys when it falls, falls to the earth. If we
round the world j that General Grant fall, we fall toward the earth.
That
made a famous trip around the world, shows there is some power in this Mothand came triumphantly home again.
er Earth that holds everything on her.
The children have noticed that the She never entirely lets go of anything
sun and moon appear circular in shape. that has been given to her to take care
The teacher can show by some spheri- of. That power to hold or to draw
cal object that nothing but an object of things toward her is called by a very
that shape will always present a circu- big name, Attraction of Gravitation.
lar appearance when seen at a distance.
vVater, though it seems loose and will
The children may also be shown how flow readily, cannot fall away from the
a ship could be observed in sailing away earth, because Mother Earth holds it
from the shore, in any direction, to fast by this power of gravitation.
\Ve
disappear gradually, the top being the cannot fall from the earth out into
last part to be seen. Upon the ship's space, because this same great mother
coming to shore, from any direction, holds us by her great power. Even so
the first part to be noticed is the top, light a thing as a feather cannot go very
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far from the earth, but must come back then turning the globe slowly in one dibecause Mother Earth holds it, or draws rection so that the children may see.
The pin at first, or the person the
it to her.
pin represents, appears to be lookTHE EARTH'S DAILY MOTION.
ing off to the east, just seeing the sun
THE daily motion of the earth should apparently coming up; the earth turns
be taught in as simple a manner as pos- on until the person's head points tosible.
ward the sun, and then we say it is
Let the children imagine they are on noonday ; the earth turns on until the
a railway train and traveling very rap.id- person sees behind him the sun apparly; that they are traveling always in the ently sinking below the tree-tops, and
same direction, and, if the earth is we then say it is sunset; the earth turns
round, they will see that they must come on until the whole apple or globe is beback to the place from which they start- tween that person and the sun so that
ed. This is a proof of the earth's ro- the person's feet almost point toward
tundity; it will also be an illustration the sun; it is then midnight and that
to show that the earth is turning. Then person is probably asleep; the earth
tell the children that so far as the earth turns on and back he comes to sunrise
is concerned, the sun stands still ; that add the beginning of another day.
it is always in one place with regard to
o it seems as though the sun is
the earth; that the earth, in order to moving around this great ball of ours,
get light and heat every day, has sim- while in reality it is this great car, the
ply to turn around in its place in space. earth, which is carrying us around so
This may be further illu trated by that we may see the sun in different
sticking a pin in an apple or globe and ways during each twenty-four hours.

EDU ATION
IRMA

p

ERHAP no subject of the day
pre ents o many and diver ified
opinions as the home education of
merican girls. In fact is it not a concomitant of the past?
mong those
h mes 1 o sessing large means, much
method and painstaking to impress upon the daughter the advantages of her
surrounding and the nece ity devolving upon her to receive with 1 roper dignity the adulations of society, i ·bestowed at enormou expen e. But to her ine perienced mind, it comes in it own
particular groove or category, very much

I

F GIRL'.
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as the dinner is s rved in its proper
routine a cording to the rule. of eli q uette, while the practi al method· need ful to secure the desired results, whi h
ample mean provide at her disposal,
is rarely brought to her understanding.
Let a dinner be given, a aterer is
called; a dress to be made, the modi:te
is required; when si kne s r death nter, they, too, bring with them their
trained retinue. In what way an she
be practi ally on erned? 1\mong a
far wider class, where means are limited, as soon as practi able she mu t go
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with less outward care to the public
school~ vast numbers require rigid rule,
and the machinery of school life is without time or space for comment or explanation, it is simply multiply this, or
divide that, and you will obtain the desired result; or reading this, or that with
the rising or falling inflection, is correct,
and too many little voices are waiting
to be trained to admit of sentimental
twaddle as to the amiability, truth, or
wisdom of the character described in
the narrative. While a~ home the required exercise is oftener about the
curbstone, than preparing the evening
meal, or taking inventory of china or
linen. If her dress is to be remodeled,
so, too, has her music lesson, together
with the fancy work for the church fair,
while the five-cent loaf is much less
trouble than the kneading of the bread,
and the chops done by gas will stop
hunger, the crullers served out of the
paper bag leave fewer dishes to clear
away, and more time is gained to study
the styles in the shop windows. The
old time winter evenings, in which so
much was accomplished, and questions
of right or wrong debated for the sake
of principles inculcated, are fast fading
in the distance.
The long summer clays in which garden and lawn were beautified by mother
and daughter, many pleasant and healthful hours passed in pure instruction and
companionship. For what are they exchanged? The mod rn duties of the
young woman of to-day, are discharged
in embroidered robes cheap silks and
cheaper satins, and laces in whi h the
kit hen curtains of our grandmothers
would have hid themselve from the unlight.
nd the daily companion hip of
sister and mother, e. hanged in order
to purcha e the e e ond-rate arti les.

A knowledge of type-writing, if successfully pursued, will bring her, possibly,
twenty-five dollars per month, within
the sombre walls of some private office,
cloudy and reeking with the smoke of
busi~ess, and a general atmosphere of
murkiness, not always free from greater impuntles. Or standing from ten to
twelve hours behind the counter, having encountered in her morning journey,
to her destination, every nationality and
tongue, handed down from Babel of old.
The saleswoman can give you the retail price of tabl~ linen, but how many
out of ten can prepare it fully for the
table, and preside at its head, with the
precision and dignity of the maidens of
a generation ago? \Ve do not wish to
be misunderstood.
It is not because
she is a saleswoman or occupies any
other place of public business relationship, but, that owing to the fact that
she is thus employed, deprives her in
her youth of educating herself by means
of experience, in a sphere which can
only be filled with ease and grace by
habitual association within the home
circle. These lessons are not in print ed manuals or text books ; neither are
they to be bought, but must be imbibed
from infancy. Their earliest surroundings, however humble or homely, does
not matter; womanly dignity, founded
on womanly reserve, fi·ourishes best
within the social circle of the fireside.
Modesty and retiring manners will be t
blossom amid the mu ic and laughter,
love and unlight of home, rather than
the motly throng· within the circle
where a higher law than mere outward
appearance i recognized. . ruler jealou of years of labor for the benefit of
u rplu earnings to be gathered not
by the needy but, like the litlle rivulet
which, from e ery direction, empty in-
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to the mighty ocean of commerce, rolling its billows of wealth again into the
hands of its founders.
It needs not the finishing school to
assume all these, but can it be done
when the little home is exchanged for
the rush of the ferry, the rapid transit,
the shriek of the whistle, all to reach
their various a vocations at the allotted
time? What time for gratitude that the
roseate tints of the morning sun fills the
heart with song, and leaves its impress
on the velvet cheek of youth ?
We quote the following, entitled "What
to Teach Girls," by a lady of a generation ago, of position, "vhich testifies
that while girls' duties were confined within the limits of home, this country, in all its details, was amply provided with brain and brawn equal to all
emergencies.
Mrs. Henry \Vard Beecher says:
''Home is the place for women, and
when she engages in work or undertakes
an enterprise that does not come under
the head of home duties or home training, I think she is out of her place.
"Girls are not trained as they should
be.
They can't do anything, and
the saddest feature is the mother who
doesn't know how to instruct them, either.
The education our girls get at
school is largely wrong. It is not education in the home sense, for it does
not fit them for anything. Most of their
training consists of accomplishments.
I believe in teaching them how to make
bread and soup, to cook beefsteak and
oat meal, to make their own clothes and
to keep house.
I made bread when I
was so small that 1 had to stand on a
foot-rest to reach the pan.
\Ve lived
in the country, where it was so hard to
get help that we agreed to do the house
work oursel es, and my mother divided
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it in such a way that we had equal
shares. Both my sisters had married
and gone from home, and for fifteen
years I was at home. We played sisters,
mother and I, and worked like girls
rather than mother and child.
"One Monday mother did the washing and I made the cheese.
The next
week I was at the tubs and mother in
the dairy.
Tuesday she ironed and I
did the baking, and we had our turns
at sewing and darning.
'vVe made everything that was worn-shirts, dresses,
trousers and all, and even after I was
married I made all my husband's clothes but his coat.
"Fathe r was in debt for new land that
he had purchased, and everybody saved
and everybody helped to pay for the
farm. Even our pennies for gingerbread and butter-scotch went to help
fath er, and I remember how proudly I
plaited straw that gave $5o a year, and,
when I became more skilled,$r5o. This
sum kept me, and there was always some
money left to buy a present for mother
and father or some pretty ornament for
the house.
" \Vhen we began housekeeping and
went west, Mr. Beecher had a salary of
$3oo a year, and I was too proud to let
my people know how little we had.
That was not even $r a day.
1 could
not live on it as I had been accustomed
to live, and so I took in boarders and
took in sewing. Then came the inval uable teachings of my mother.
My
husband and I worked side by side, only a partition separating his desk from
my table. \Vhen he wrote anything that
pleased him particularly he would call
to me to come and hear it,and I dropped my work, clriecl my hand s, listened
to him and told him just what I thought
about it.
In the evening 1 had my
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mending and darning to do and he read my work basket and read."
to me. If he was very tired I put away
Tlze Capitol.

TEACHING GEOGRAPHY.
7{ SCHOOL principal recently re-

ards that he can apply to the study that
He
can measure rivers by the Hudson ; he
can measure the population of other
cities by that of the city the scholars
live in. The sandy soil of the shore is
contrasterl with the rich earth of the
meadows and valleys; the difference
between salt water and fresh is easily
shown. The rounding of the earth is
proved by the familiar sight of ships
"hull down" in the harbor or in the lower bay, as seen from Coney Island. The
palisades illustrate rock structure, and
the land that Brooklyn stands on shows
what drift or alluvial soil is like. A few
visits to the water front will elucidate
the subject of tides. In the country
back from the sea the course and flow
of rivers can be studied in any brook,
and the local hill ranges can be pointed
out to exemplify the union of great
mountain chains.
hildren are apt to
be literalist in their studies and it is well
to broaden their understandings on some
points like that of plains, to take a common instance. Those who live away
from them fancy the plains to be a dead
level, such as hardly exi ts anywhere, or,
at most, in place of limited area, like
the south hore of Long Island, near
Hempstead, or the ew Jersey meadow ,
or an occasional bit of prairie in IlliText books err in de cribing
noi .
plains a level region ; but while a level tract is a plain, all plains are not level in a minute en e. It should be under tood that where the urface i un broken by high hills or mountain , and

t l marked that there was no benefit will be familiar to all his pupils.
in teaching geography to children from
books. "You must make it practical,"
said he, "or they will rememb.e r nothing of it.'' The ideas of little people,
gained entirely from class-room study,
are often amusing. One boy asked his
teacher, in perfect seriousness, if the
reason that his state was colored red on
the map was because the leaves were
so red in autumn. Another wanted to
know how they got the equator around
the earth, for he had been told that it
was a ''line," and the difference between
a visible line and an imaginary line had
not been explained to him. Countless
are the youngsters who have asked how
high the north pole is, and what kind of
wood it is made of. In the primary
classes the expediency of going into latitude and longitude and other features of
mathematical geography may be questioned, and it will be found that, as a
rule, the children are most interested in
the physical features of a country, its
people, its scenery, its products, the
characteristics of its climate and cities.
Their eager minds are not sati fied with
statements in figures · they want facts.
An interest may often be inspired in the
study if it can be brought home to them,
and if the teacher will only u e familiar
illustrations and comparison he will get
on faster than if he restricted himself
to the routine of the text, which is an
obsolete form of teaching any way. For
example, if ·the chool i in or near ew
York, the teacher has a series of stand-
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presents an average of smoothness, it is
to all intent a plain, and that the land
between the Missouri and the Rocky
Mountains is in effect a plain, although
there is a rise in a westward direction
of 6,ooo feet. This fact could be shown
by tipping a table or other level object
out of the horizontal j though tilted, as
the western plains are, it is still a plain,
and a few grains of sand or bits of wax
or putty would represent the buttes and
ridges that break the otherwise level
surface.
In one of the private schools of Brooklyn physical geography i.s associated in
a rudimenta.ry way with the ordinary
studies of this branch, and early in the
term the scholars are set to work making models that will illustrate the physical features of hypothetical continents,
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their slates and desks furnishing a
groundwork, and wax and putty constituting the material of impromptu relief
maps on which are shown not only
capes, bays, peninsulas and the like, but
hill and mountain ranges, isolated peaks,
volcanoes, river courses, lake depressions and so on. The scholars are,
moreover, asked to ·name, from their
own observation, an example of a plain,
a hill, a river, a bay, a cape and so on,
this proceeding waking them up and
causing them to put their new knowledge to immediate service. Knowledge
that is employed is the only kind that
stays by a student, and these practical
lessons are worth a great deal when coordinated with the regular study of maps
and text books.
Goldtltwaite's Geograpl!ical Magazine.

ICEBERGS.
FREDERICK

S

OME three hundred years ago, when
icebergs first became known in the
more civilized part of the world, through
the return of navigators from their first
visits to the cold regions where they are
produced, philosophers began to speculate as to how such immense pieces of
ice could have been made. They were
immense pieces indeed, as the philosophers heard of them, for the superstitious and exaggerating sailors of those
·days dirl not he itate to et any height
upon them that they plea eel.
Iceberg were aid to be a mile or
two in height· whereas, the top of the
talle t iceberg that ha. ever been mea ur d wa but a little more than three
hundred feet above the ocean level. It
i safe to say that none more than five
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hundred feet tall has ever existed within
the time when icebergs have been known.
The only way in which the philosophers could account for the mountains
of ice floating in the deep oceans, was
this : In the cold countries where they
were formed, the philosopher reasoned,
the temperature was below the freezing
point during the greater part of the
year. If a piece of ice were formed in
the ocean in still,
old weather, the
waves, dashing on it and freezin g, and
the mist and fog hanging over it, would
gradually increase it in size. Thu s in
course of many, many year it would
be built up into a Treat hill of icc, su h
as the navigators of the o rth had : een
on their wondrou s travels.
Of cour e such an ice -mountain might
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melt a little in the short summers of the
Arctic, but as long as the crust which
formed in winter and the cold nights of
spring and autumn exceeded that which
melted in the not very warm summer,
the iceberg, of course, must grow j and
it was a mere matter of time when
it should become a mountain, even of
the size the ancient sailors had reporteel.
This simple hypothesis received the
high-sounding name of the "accretion
theory of icebergs."
Afterward, some of the philosophers
-for everybody must be comidered a
philosopher who inquires into the facts
and reasons of things in nature which
he does not understand-went into the
Arctic regions to see for them5elves
about the many little understood things
in that lone land.
Of course, if the ice of the "berg"
had been formed by the salt water of
the ocean dashing over it and then
freezing, this ice must be salty to the
taste, like the water from which it was
made. So the first surprise of the philosophers came when they put some of
this ice in their mouths, and found that
it was fresh, and also when they found
that the water from it was as clear and
sweet as any from their purest springs
at home.
They saw the great icebergs roll over,
as one side melled more than any other,
and they became unstable in the water.
Then the wise men reasoned that they
had tasted that part formed at the top
by the fogs and mists. This would be
fresh, while that below the water's level
must be salt.
But a the great ice-mountains toppled over and over, and in turn pre en ted every ide, the ic was ta ted and
found to be fresh. Then the philoso-

phers became more puzzled than ever.
At last they followed the icebergs until they became thicker and thicker.
This led them to the land of the desolate Arctic coasts. Here they found
great rivers of ice-g!acz'ers, as they
called them at home.
These rivers of ice not only came
down to the level of the ocean, but projected into its waters great distances j
and huge hills of ice, snapping off occasionally from this front, floated away
into the deep ocean as icebergs.
Here, then, the mystery was explained : Icebergs were formed from the
front of glaciers projecting into the sea.
It was now easy to understand how they
were formed from fresh water. Since
the glaciers came from the land, they
could not contain salt. Now that the
close relations between the great mountains of ice,-the icebergs, and the
great rivers of ice,-the glaciers, had
been determined, the students of nature
began to investigate the formation of
icebergs from the front of glaciers j
and now another serious dispute occurred among them. Some contended that
inasmuch as the huge glacier projected
far into ths sea, and its fresh-water ice
was lighter than the dense salt water of
the ocean, the end of the gla cier must
become buoyant, or try to rise, as
would a cork or piece of wood which is
lighter than the water. When it got so
far into the water, they rea oned that
this tendency to ri e to the top became
too great for the brittle ice near the
shore to resi t, it must nap off, and
float away as an iceberg.
Other in isted that the warm water
and the action of the wa\'e cut out the
ice at the level of the ea · and that after it had cut a lona way underneath,
the great body of ice abO\ e broke off,
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and an iceberg was born.
That is, according to the first theory
an iceberg rose into the sea from the
glacier's front, while according to the
second it fell into the ocean, from the
end of the river of ice. Or, to use an
expression that has been employed,
there were icebergs by buoyancy, in the
first case, and icebergs by gravity in the
latter.
As in the case of a great many disputes in this world, both parties were
right. Wherever a warm ocean current
flowed into the Arctic from lower latitudes, where it had been heated under
a tropical sun, and then poured against
the front of a glacier it cut out the ice
very rapidly at the water's edge; and
all the time great pieces of ice, like
mountains, were falling into the sea and
noating away. 'Vherever the currents
of the sea into which the glacier protruded came from the north, and were
thoroughly chilled by contact with ice
fields, they could not make a sufficient
impression on the front of the glacier to
melt it, and it slowly crawled into the
sea till its buoyancy broke off the end
as already described.
It may be a curious thing indeed, to
young readers, to learn that an immense,
deep river, frozen to the very bottom,
-for such, in fact, is a glacier,-should
move at all; but such rivers do move.
Of course they advance very much more
slowly than does a river of water, since
the solid ice takes a long time to make
a short movement, even down the steepest incline.
The fastest rate I ever hea~cl of a
glacier making was only sixty feet a day.
This is considered an unusually rapid
flow, a · the average is eldom much
more than ten or twelve feet, while orne
glaciers are ·o slow that they do not ad-

vance as many inches.
This rapidly-moving glacier-it seems
odd to speak of sixty feet a day as rapid
movement-is on the western coast of
Greenland-a great polar island that
gives us the largest glaciers known.
One Green-land glacier, the Humboldt, is sixty miles in breadth across
the front, many hun 1reds of feet in
height above the level of the sea, and
probably much deeper below the water.
Thou·sands of icebergs must come from
it every year ; and to sail along its immense front would not be unlike sailing
along a coast where high, precipitous
cliffs of pure white formed the banks.
But to return to our talk about the
formation of icebergs.
If you allow the end of a short, thick
plank to rest in a tub of water, while
holding the other end, it will sink but
little; and in order to force it further
into the water it is necessary to press
the plank down with the hands, while
the farther it is pressed the greater the
force required.
1 ow if we imagine this thick board
to be a piece of ice of a similar shape,
we shall not be at all surprised, know ing how fragile and brittle ice is, to see
the submerged part snap off and, rising
to the surface, float in the tub of water.
This is exactly the way the iceberg is
formed. The glacier can be ailed an
immense board of ice, mile in width
and many hundreds of feet in thickness,
that is slowly but
onstantly being
shoved into the sea by its own weight,
which corresponds to the hand hol<ling
it down, until the immersed i e, in its
tendency to float, breaks off near the
shore.
Thus we have an iceberg, looming up
one hundred t three hundred feet, and
pos ibly a mile or two in length and
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width. As only one-seventh or oneeighth of the huge mountain of ice is
above water-there must be a stupendous bulk below the water-a bulk that
would. appear perfectly appalling if it
could only be seen. Doctor Hayes, who
measured the height of an iceberg in Baffin's Bay and found it to be a little over
three hundred feet high, estimated that
the iceberg must have extended under
water about three-quarters of a mile.
Another curious estimate he made was
that if he could have sold the iceberg at
New York prices for ice, he might have
paid our great national debt, then over
two billion dollars-a sum of money too
vast for most people to form a distinct
conception of.
So deep do these monsters sink into
the sea that sailors have seen the very
curious sight of an iceberg driving
steadily on its way against a heavy gale

of wind and through fields of floating
ice-packs and ice-floes. The explanation is that the surface current in such
a case was shallow, while a deeper one,
in which the lower portions of the iceberg were immersed and which it obeyed, flowed in the opposite direction.
Just when they are on the point of
dropping or rising from the glacier's
front, a very slight thing may start the
icebergs into existence. Some Arctic
explorers, landing on the coast of Spitzbergen in a small boat, once discharged a musket about a half a mile away
from the front of a glacier, and were
surprised to see, as a result of this slight
shock, an iceberg tumble into the sea.
It was so vast that the waves it sent
curling into shore threw the small boat
of the explorers nearly a hundred feet
upon the land.
Youth's Companion.

DISCIPLINE.
EFFIE BARRICK.

1\_

TEACHER has done very little
for a child if she has merely taught
him to behave while her eye is upon
him. No matter how young the pupil,
how little knowledge he may have concerning hair-splitting differences between right and wrong, there is at least
a spot in his naughty little self, large
enough to give a foothold to a few right
impulses, and a teacher soon finds this
out. I don't mean to say that making this spot larger is discipline, but if
one can influence a pupil so that the
germ becomes quickened and grows of
itself, he is corning very clo e to my
idea of discipline. But like the rkan sas man, ''You see that house, well, that
a'nt the one."

A well disciplined class is sure to be
an orderly class, but the reverse is not
so likely to be true. There must be no
dilly-dallying in the rn~tter of order,
no persuasions, no promises, no rewards.
Tyrannical it may seem, but one will
must be supreme, - either yours or your
pupil's, - and you can depend upon it
that it won't be yours if affection is your
stronghold and you intend coaxing submission from the average pupil. What
constitutes obedience is a question
which should be settled once for all.
If, by obedience, you mean merely a
compliance, cheerful or othen i e, ' ith
your reque ts, you may ucceed fairly
in your rule through the affections · but
bedience is not a compliance with a
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request, it is a ready response to acknowledged authority, an implicit yield ing to a command.
From this there
may be an appeal, but disobedience
never.
Di scipline, like friendship, is not a
plant of hasty growth, and only the long
months or longer years can bring it to
perfection. Still it is a growth, more
or less steady according to circumstances, and that teacher is the best disciplinarian who best promotes right conditions of growth. This cannot be done
if there is a weakness in the teacher's
character, for taking the lower ground
of mere order, a lack here argues one
or all of three things, -a weak teacher,
a low conception of the value of order,
or the absence of sufficient 1~ersistence
in the application of well defined theories. And if order be lacking, discipline is out of the question.
A variable government is weak in
that no dependence can be placed up on it. Why some persons can distin guish themselves along this line in ·u h
amanneras to make any re ·pe table
weathercock ashamed of himself, is one
of the wonders of this age. If it is
weak, it is sinful, and where sin i · punishment lurks.
'Vheth e r we have discipline or order in view, th child must
be taught that there is such a thing as
law, perfect liberty to the good, a hedge
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for his protection ; that its violation inevitably causes pain, no matter whether
it be natural, spiritual, or municipal
law that is violated.
Such a thing as
pedagogical law has no place in our
work if these are established.
That we sometimes help our pupils
to a direct violation of law you will deny at once, and yet is it not true? If I
see John's and Will's head s in suspic ious proximity, and I say "John are
you talking?" when I am morally sure
he is, am I not responsibl e for my share
of the untruth which his innocent "No,
ma'am" recorded?
nd I need not be
at all surprised if John goes home and
scribbles on the first bit of paper he
can find:
"My teacher's a dunce,
All things show it,
Ume l thought so,
low I know it. ' '

We fail in our highest duty when we
fai l to tea h a child that he mu t govern him~elf, and that accomplishing this
is worth more than all the knowledge
in the world.
To be sure, reading,
writing, and arithtneti arc all very well
in their places, but it is the amount of
concentrated thought a pupil gives his
lessons that marks his pr gres , an d this
is twofold in it value, as a means of
discipline first and knowledge afterward.
J (}urnal of Education .

IT ' PRA ' Tl 'AL

I
its importanc a an educational proce s, drawing is of
great practical value in mo t of the vocation in life. It i incli pen able to
the highest succe in mo t of the mechanical pursuit . The man who can
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illustrate hi . ideas with his pencil ri:es
fr m the lower to the higher walh of
his calling. He plan s as well as exeute , ancl he fall naturally into his
place as lea ler and dire tor. The ar·
penter who draws well becomes fore-
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man, and not unfrequently architect.
The machinist who draws, in many instances, becomes a successful inventor.
Ability to dniw is of great value to
the farmer. By its means he plots his
ground and divides his fields. By it he
plans his house, adapting it to its surroundings and to its uses. By it he
is able to describe the peculiar vegetation, the name of which is unknown to
him, and the kind of insect which destroys his crop.
By it he fashions his
utensils and tools, and communicates
his thoughts to others in a thousand instances where ordinary language fails.
In the various manufactures, workmen are in constant demand who have
some aptitude and skill in designing.
In engineering and in architecture,
drawing is an integral part of the professional work. Even to those engaged
in the learned professions, drawing may
be made of use in various kinds of investigation, and in affording amusement
for leisure hours.
All European governments are agreed
in the recognition of drawing as one of
the most directly and widely practical
studies for the people.
For every industry, they deem it of the first importance- all other studies ranking below
it.
Our country spends millions every
year to buy ar icles made by foreign
workmen who have been taught drawing. In a pecuniary point of view, we
should increase an artistic taste among
the people. There is no other way to
do this but to teach drawing in the
schools.
Take th caq enter and th e joiner.
Every part of a house that i decently

made, from the frame to the stairway
and mantel, is made from a drawing.
The carpenter who cannot read the
drawings must work under the direction
of another who can, and at much less
wages; and this, unfortunately, is what
happens to nearly all American carpenters and joiners at .the present time; and
although they might be able to read,
write,' and spell, with the greatest proficiency, they could not get as high wages
in the market as a workman who knew
but very little of either, but does know
how to read and make drawings for his
daily work. The same is true with workmen in every branch of industry. It is
not literary skill that is here required
so much as practical knowledge. Given a hundred carpenters who have been
well taught in the elements of drawing
(for which the public schools are unquestionably equal), and another hundred who have no knowledge of drawing,
and the earnings of the first hundred
will exceed the earnings of the second
by at least fifty dollars a day, or more
than fifteen thousand a year. Now,
what is true of the carpenter is true of
the stone-mason, the machinist, the engine-builder, the bridge-builder, the
carriage-maker, the cabinet-maker, indeed, of every one who constructs objects having length, breadth, and thickness.
f the pupils in our public schools,
a large majority, of the boys at least,
will enter into some of these pursuits.
In face of these facts, can it be sai d that
drawing is a study of no practical application?
Can any other tudy be
found which has a more direct or more
practical bearing upon indu try?
Educational Notes.

JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL.
The hope of the future, with reference to the great evils that now exist in
the community and the country, is in
the training of the young to right principles of action. It has been truly said,
"A man can make a fortune in a day ;
but a great moral purpose is a thing of
time. It must begin in the boy or the
girl. "- Supt. Fran cis Cogsw ell, Cambridge, Mass.
The true teacher is one who lets his
pupils learn by practice that he is their
friend. - Jolzn H. Tlziry.
Economy of seconds in a class of
forty means much. - Supt. J. L. H ollow ay.
The good side of our educational
system is to be found in our strict
mechanical discipline, which trains the
youth to subordinate himself to order,
and to work industriously in classes.

He learns, in short, to combine with his
fellow men.
This makes th e av erage
common school in America an excellent
training in civics or citizenship. - Dr.
W. T. Harris.
In the ''pronouncing bee" held thi s
year at Chautauqua, the following list
of "catch words" were submitted to the
competitors for pronouncing.
Gladiolus, grimace, grimy, gyve, hal ibut, haunt, homage, laundry, leisure,
naively, swarthy, slough, sough, spinach,
condolence, cassimere, cognomen, predi lection, shough, senile, rapine, conjure,
construe, contumely, clique, maritime,
recess, resume, sacrifice, visor, swath s,
brooch, exile, irrefragable, collect
( noun), gneiss and garrulity.
All but two person s went down before th e last four words we re given out,
and but one succeeded in pronouncing
them correctly.

J ME R U SSELL L WELL.
H. N.

HE dea th of Ja rne Ru ssell Lowell
removes fr om th e world of letters
one of its m ost eminent citi ze ns. Th ere
an carcely be two opinions as to hi s
rank amon g th e Ameri an poe ts. Hi s
great odes, gassiz, the o mm emo ra ti o n de, a nd th e T hree Memorial od es,
are imm o rtal, some thing it would be
h a rd to ay of any othe r American
poems.
In ma ny wa ys, the poe t was fort una te.
· he ays of him elf :

T

''1 wo hundred year · and more my blood has
run
In no polluted cour e from ire to

n."

An inheritan ce two hu ndre l yea rs ol 1

CARVE R.

of all th a t wealth an l ulture and s ial
recogniti on can br ing, is an in he ri tan e
such as few a re pri vi leged to have. It
brings it advan tages a nd it. di advan tages; a nd no on e mo re fully th a n Lowell kn ew wha t th ey were, or m re hon es tly exp ressed them.
"The born disciple of an e lder time,
W h in my blood f eel motions of the Pa t,
I th ank benign ant nature mos t for thi , A force of ympathy, or call it lack
f character firm -planted, Jon. ing me
From the pent chamber of hal,itual ' If
To dwell enlarged in alien mode uf thought,
nd throu rh imagination to p sscs. ,
they ~ ere mine, the lives of other men . '

T hat uggests the glo ry and the weak -
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ness of Lowell as a poet. No one can
be a great poet, who does not in some
way catch the spirit of his time. ·The
living and forming spirit. The social,
political, and religious genius of Judea
was the inspiring genius of her great
prophets. For hundreds of year.s in her
early days, the people of Greece talked
abo11t the time when all her states united to avenge the insult offered by the
Trojan Prince to one of her little sovereignties ; they heard the story told by
wandering bards, how Achilles, and
Agamemnon, and Hector, and the gods
had fought on the plains of windy Troy,
till at last some one, whom we call
Homer, gathered up the story -into one
immortal song. And centuries later,
when the Persian came, Greece forgot
her sectionalism and felt once more,
what it is for each citizen to know that
strife and petty jealousies are lost in
the se~se of courage and safety that
seizes him when thousands and not
hundreds are at his back. Then one of
her citizens, who had fought at Marathon and Salamis, told the story of the
Per ian disa ter in words which the
world will never let die.
nd Aeschylus was Greek in no better sense than
Lowell was merican. ·whatever petty
partisanship may have said about his
Anglomania, it will remain true that he
wa an American in every sen that any
one should be o · and his countrymen
will all come to ee that the debt which
merican patriotism owes him i not
one that any of the coming gen rations
will think ha been eli charged.
His
inAuence while Mini ter to England will
be more hirrhly appreciated the better
it i under t od · and hi reat ode are
the highe t e pre sion of patriotic feel ing and thought that English word have
ev r made. The whol range of Eng-

lish literature, contains nothing nobler
in patriotic thought, feeling, or imagery, than the opening paragraph of the
Fourth of July ode.
Those teachers
who think patriotism can be taught,
can do nothing for their pupils of better
promise, than get them to love these
masterpieces. Indeed, no teacher would
be harmed by committing them to memory for himself; for nowhere else can
he find such just and forcible expression of the lines of political and social
action that lead to power and safety,
and the lines that lead to power and
ruin. The incomparable estimate of
Lincoln in the Commemoration Ode is,
no doubt, somewhat idealized ; but,
whether or not the great president is
painted with perfectly just outlines and
colors, one thing is certain, no shepherd of the people has ever departed
very far from its outlines and colors
without having to pay for his departure
at the judgment-bar of history, which
is the judgment-bar of the people.
Where the work done has been so well
done, it is perhaps u eless to wonder
whether it could have been done better.
Yet the circumstance before referred to,
his fortunate life, in his own word ,
"not void of toils, but toil of choice
and taste," makes one ask one s self,
how much did that "soft-stuffed-repo e"
deny us? what effect upon the Puritan
drop in his veins would orne more practical knowledge of the Darwinian struggle for existence have had? Hi son
died like a hero in the Valley with heridan; and what ver in the father's work
i · not up to the level of the real hero's
work, that same Darwinian truggle will
remove, and leave only what i fit to
survive.
It is not a little singular, that with all
his other endowments of imagination,
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and power "to dwell enlarged in alien
modes of thought," Lowell seems to
have lacked utterly the capacity to appreciate the great scientific thought of
his time. He went about, as Vvordsworth did, shivering lest science should
take away his faith, wondering what
could wrap him from despair, shuddering at the pessimism of scientific hope
and faith, and calculating on his fingers
whether or not Darwinistn would disintegrate humanitarianism. What a contrast between him and Shakespeare !
The venerable George Ripley pointed
out at the time how he had disturbed
the serene grandeur of the Fourth of July ode with the petulant sneer of the
last paragraph. It would be difficult to
find anything more melancholy than his
Credidimus J ovem Regnare. Of course,
it is witty and keen, but they are the
wit and keenness of one who is afraid,
who flees when no man pursues, from
his own shadow, from what he does not
understand. And what a funny idea
that is at the last,-the poet flattening
his nose upon the glass which he can't
see through ; and finding !tis key of no
use ; and finally thinking it b est to keep
his key in the hop e that Nature will some
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day, in her good will, "make door and
lock to match the key.'' Nature is hardly that sort of a locksmith; she is more
economical than that. Aristotle did not
find her so, nor did Copernicu s, nor
Newton, nor Jenner, nor Darwin, nor
Edison. And there is not the slightest
ground for thinking, that, when the
mortal is put off, the old key can be of
any use, if a key be needful at all.
The forms of government are insular ;
what suits one place, the dividing seas
make unsuitable for another. Ecclesi astical forms are still more insular ;
there is the eastern church and the western, sect within sect, of which the faith
of the one is the heresy of the other.
But there is no continental science, no
German astronomy and French chemis try. The geometry of Euclid, is th e
geometry of the Principia. And tho se
of us who love Lowell and call him our
teacher, mu st be allowed the expres ion
of our sadne ss at hi s self-alienation
from that g reat brotherhood of work ers
who have done so much for the world
in th e past, wh ose triumph s are all bl ood less ones, and who, more than a ny othe r fraternity, might write on their temples, faith, hope, love.
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THE 'QU RING OF

Tlll ~

'IRCLE.

THE MoKI T .

REGORY,
ewton, and Leibnitz ed the Leibnitzian, indefinitely continu next found that the fourth part of ed. This series is indeed wonderfully
simple, but is not a<iaptcd to the ompi was equal exactly to
putation of pi, for the rca. on that enr-y3 +i--}+~-T r+lJ- ..... .
if we conceive this series, which is call- tirely too many members have to ue

G
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taken into account to obtain pi accurately to a few decimal places only. The
original formula, however, from which
this series is derived, gives other formul~s which are excellently adapted to
the actual computation. This formula
is the general series :

n=a-}'3a 3 +ia 5-ta 7 + ... . ,
where n is the length of the arc that belongs to any central angle in a circle of
radius r, and where a is the tangent to
this angle. From this we derive the
following:

pi

-:::;:: (a+b+c+ .... )
4

-73

(a3+b3+c3
[+ .... )

+t(a5+b5+c5+ .... )- .... '
where a, b, c . ... are the tangents of
angles whose sum is 45o . Determining, therefore, the values of a, b, c . ... ,
which are equal to small and easy fractions and fulfill the condition just mentioned, we obtain series of powers which
are adapted to the computation of pi.
The first to add by the aid of series of
this description additional decimal
places to the old 3S in the number pi
was the English arithmetician Abraham
Sharp, who following Halley's instructions, in qoo, worked out pi to 7 2 decimal places. A little later Machin,pro fessor of astronomy in London, computed pi to roo decimal places; putting, in
the series given above, a=b=c=d=%
and e=-~-h, that is employing the fol lowing series :
pi
- = 4·

4

- ....

,

In the year r8r9, Lagny of Paris out-

did the computation of Machin, determining in two different ways the first
r 2 7 decimal places of pi. Vega then
obtained as many as 140 places, and the
Hamburg arithmetician, Zacharias Dase,
went as far as 2oo places. The latter
did not use Machin's series in his calculation, but the series produced by putting in the general series above given a
= Yz, b=i, c= 78. Finally, at a recent
date, pi has been computed to soo
places.
The computation to so many decimal
places may serve as an illustration of
the excellence of the modern method as
contrasted with those anciently employed, but otherwise it has neither a theoretical nor a practical value. That the
computation of pi to say rs decimal
places more than sufficiently satisfies
the subtlest requirements of practice
may be gathered from a concrete example of the degree of exactness thus
obtainable. Imagine a circle to be described with Berlin as centre, and the
circumference to pass through Hamburg ; then let the circumference of the
circle be computed by multiplying its
diameter with the value of pi tors decimal places, and then conceive it to be
actually measured. The deviation from
the true length in so large a circle as
this even could not be as great as the
r8 millionth part of a millimetre.
An idea can hardly be obtained of
the degree of exactness produced by
roo decimal places. But the following
example may pos ibly give u orne conception of it. Conceive a sphere constructed with the earth as centre, and
imagine its surface to pass through Sirius, which i 1343/z million million kilometres distant from us. Then imagine
thi enormous sphere to be so packed
with microbes that in every cubic milli-
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metre millions of millions of these diminutive animalcula are present. Now
conceive these microbes to be all unpacked and so distributed singly along
a straight line, that every two microbes
are as far distant from each other as
Sirius from us, that is 1343lz million
million kilometres.
Conceive the
long line thus fixed by all the microbes,
as the diameter of a circle, and imagine
the circumference of it to be calculated
by multiplying its diameter by pi to
roo decimal places. Then, in the case
of a circle of this enormous magnitude
even, the circumference thus calculated would not vary from the real circumference by a J?illionth of a millimetre.
This example will suffice to show that
the calculation of pi, to roo or 5 oo
decimal places is wholly useles .
Before we close this chapter upon the
evaluation of pi, we must mention the
method, less fruitful than curious, which
Professor '¥ olff of Zurich employed
some decades ago to compute the value
of pi to 3 places. The floor of a room
is divided up into equal squares, so as
to resemble a huge chess-board, and a
needle exactly equal in length to the
side of each of these squares, i cast
haphazard upon the floor. If we calculate, now, the probabilities of the
needle so falling as to lie wholly within
one of the square , that is o that it
doe not cross any of the parallel lines
forming the quare , the re ult of the
calculation for thi probability will be
found to be exactly equal to pi- 3. Conequently, a uffici nt number of ca t
of the needle according to the law of
large numbers must give the value of pi
approximately. As a rhatter of fact,
I r f or " 'olff after roooo trial , ob tain 1 the value of pi orr ctly to 3
ecimal places.
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Fruitful as the calculus of Newton and
Leibnitz was for the evaluation of pi,
the problem of converting a circle into
a square having exactly the same area
was in no wise advanced thereby. Wallis, Newton, Leibnitz, and their immediate followers distinctly recognized
this.
The quadrature of the circle
could not be solved; but it also could
not be proved that the problem was insolvable with ruler and compa ses, although everybody was convinced of its
insolvability. In mathematics, however, a conviction is only justified when
supported by incontrovertible proof j
and in the place of endeavors to solve
the quadrature there accordingly now
come endeavors to prove the impossibility of solving the celebrated problem.
The first step in this direction, small
as it was, was made by the French mathematician, Lambert, who proved in the
year r 76 r that pi was neither a rational
number nor even the square root of a
rational number j that i ·, that neither pi
nor the square of pi can be exactly repre entecl by a fraction the denominator
and numerator of which arc whole numbers, however great the numbers be
taken. Lambert's pr of showed, indeed, that the rectification and the quadrature of the circle could not be pos ibly accompli ·he 1 in the particular way
in which it impo sibility was demon strated, but it ·till did not exclude the
pos ibility of the problem being solvable in some other more complicated
way, and withuut requirin f further aids
than ruler and comvasses.
Proceeding slowly but urcly it was
nc t sou rht to eli ·cover the e sential
di stingui shin , properties that cparate
problem solvable with ruler and om pa - e , fr m pr blems the onstru tion
of which is elementarily impossible, that
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After the
is by solely employing the postulates. plish this demonstration.
Slight reflection showed, that a prob- French Academician, Professor Her lem elementarily solvable, must always mite, had furnished important preparapossess the property of having the un- tory assistance in his treatise ''Sur la
kno vn lines in the figure relating to it Fonction Exponentielle," published in
connected with the known 'lines of the the seventy-seyenth volume of the
figure by an equation for the solution of "Comptes Rend us," Professor Lindewhich equations of the first and second mann, at that time of Freiburg, now of
degree alone are requisite, and which Konigsberg, finally succeeded, in June
may be so disposed that the common I882, in rigorously demonstrating that
measures of the known lines will appear the number pi is not algebraical, thus
only as integers. The conclusion was supplying the first proof that the prob to be drawn from this, that if the quad- lems of the rectification and the )quar. rature of the circle and consequently ing of the circle, with the help only of
its rectification were elementarily solv- algebraical instruments like ruler and
able, the number pi, which represents compasses are insolvable. Lindemann's
the ratio of the unknown circumference proof appeared successively in the Reto the known diameter, must be the ports of the Berlin Academy (Jun e,
root of a certain equation, of a very I882 ) , in the "Comptes Rendus" of the
high degree perhaps, but in which all French Academy (Vol. I I 5. pp. 7 2 to
the numbers that appear are whole 74), and in the"Mathematischen Anna numbers; that is, there would have to len" ( Vol. 20. pp. 213 to 225 ) .
exist an equation, made up entirely of
"It is impossible with ruler and comwhole numbers, which would be correct passes to construct a square equal in
if its unknown quantity were made area to a given circle." These are the
equal to pi.
words of the final determination of a
ince the beginning of this century, controversy which is a old as the hisconsequently, the efforts of a number of tory of the human mind. But the race
mathematicians have been bent upon of circle- quarers, ·unmindful of the
proving that pi generally is not algebra- verdict of mathematics, that mo t in ical, that is, that it cannot be the root fallible of arbiters, will ne ver die out so
of any equation having whole numbers long as ignorance and th e thir t for
for coefficients. But mathematics had glory shall b e united .
to make tremendous strides forwar 1 beTlte End.
fore the means were at hand to accom -

UA RATIC EQ

\TIO

I I.

E may frequently obtain mu h use- in pection a nd th u po ibly avo id th
ful informati o n concerning th e tr ubl
f olv in it. Thu w may deroot of a quadratic eq uation by irnple termine -

W
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(I) Whether the roots are real or imaginary.
(z) Whether they are equal.
(3) Their sum.
(4) Their product.
(5) Whether they have like signs.
(6) If unlike, the sign of the numerically greater.
(7) That such an equation can have
but two roots.
(8) The factors of any quadratic expussion.
Resuming the equation xz + px = q,and
treating it as explained in the previous
article* we get
p
,- - p 2
x=-z-±~q + 4.

.
smce

-

4

. ob tame
. db ysquanng
. 1s

r:

-f, and the results of these op-

from -

erations cannot be identical so long as

f

~q +1

has any value whatever.

But solving the
p2

o, we have -

4

equation,~ q + ~

= -

q: hence,

( 2) Tit e roots are equal wlten tite second member is negati'z;e and numerically
equal to iite square of italj tlte coefficient
of tite first power of tite unknown quantity.
p

1) .
-,It

2

is necessarily positive j hence the roots
can be imaginary only when q is negative and greater than

to obtain the other, subtracted

If we add the two roots, - 2

t

Now the roots are real when the expression under the radical sign is positive, and imaginary when it is negative.
1) 2

and
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and

p
2

_/---pi
+ ~q
I4

2

1/ q + P

4

we obtain -

p;

and if we multiply them together we
have - (1. But in obtaining these results we have assigned no particular va 1ue to the symbols used, hence, in general,

Or, in other

(3) Tizc sum of tite roots equals tize
coefficient of tite first joU-'er of tlu unwords,
known quantity, witit its s(r:n cltanged,
(I) Tile ?'oots are imaginary wizen tlze and,
second member is negati11e and numeric( 4) Tizeir product equals lite second
ally greater titan tlte square of !talj tizc member 7Ditit its sz/;n cltangcd.
coefficient of tlte first power of tlte unknown quantity. Let it be noted that
From (4) we learn that if the second
one root cannot be real and the other member is positive the product of the
imaginary.
roots is negative, i. c., they have unlike si n ; and if the second member is
It will appear plain that for the roots negative the product of the root is p
-, --1-'-:.!
itive, i. r., they have like signs : h en e
to be equal ' ' q + 4 must equal zero,
(5) Titc roots ita7•e like st;E[nS wltnz
since to obtain one root it is addecl,to, titc second member is negafit,c, and unlike
*Published in THE :Tu or:,-T for January.
1olun it is positit'C.
4

t In the translation of thi formula an error
appeared in the article ju t referrecl to, in the
omission of the words 1i.lttlt its si~ n changed after
the word "half the coefficient of it first power. "
d.

\ hen two quantities are a<iclecl the
. ign of the rrcatcr i the sign of their
um j but by (3) the i rn of the sum is
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contrary to that of the coefficient of the
first power of the unknown quantity,
hence
(6) The sign of tlze numerically greater vf two unequal roots is contrary to the
sign of tlu coefficient of the ji1-st power
of the unknown quantity.
Since any quadratic equation is represented by x 2 + px=q, and since the roots
.

.

o f t h 1s equatiOn are p

and -

p

2

+

, --p-2

'I q + 4

,- - p 2

2 - 'I q + 4, it follows that

( 7) Suclz an equation lzas two and only two roots.
A particular case is that given above,
where the two roots are equal to each
other.

Let ax 2 + bx + c be any quadratic trinomial.

b

c

Let--;;- = p and -; = q ; then

ax 2 + bx + c=a(x 2 + px +q). Now let the
roots of the equation x 2 +px+ q=o, be
m and n. By (3) p = - (m+n) and q
= mn,
. ·. x 2 + px + q=x~- (m n)x+ m n, which,
by factoring, =(x- m) (x- n): then ,
multiplying by a, ax 2 + bx + c=a(x- m)
(x- n) : hence the trinomial consi ts of
three factors,
(8) Tlze first is tlze coefficient of t!te
second po·wer of t!te unknown quantit)',
and t/ze other two are the binomials
whose first terms are t!te first power of
t!te unknown q11a11tity and wlwse second
terms are t!te two roots, zoitlz 1/teir siuns

changed, obtained by putting the trinomial equal to zero.
The method of determining maximum
or minimum values of quadratic expres sions by the theory of quadratic equations we will illustrate by a few examples.
1 . Let it be required to determine the
real value of x that will render x 2 4x
+ 6 a minimum.
Put x 2 +4x + 6 =z.
then x = - 2 ± .y;=z, Now since x is
to be real, the smallest value of z possible is 2, since any value less than this
will make the expression under the rad ical sign negative.
Hence, the mini mum value of x 2 + 4x + 6 is 2, and the
corresponding value of x is - 2.
2. Divide any number, 2m, into 2
parts such that their product shall be
the greatest possible.
Let x = one part
then 2m- x= the other,
and 2mx- x 2 is the product, to be a
maximum.
Let 2mx- x 2 =z .
then x= m±v - z+ m 2 • Here the largest possible value of z is m 2 , and the
corresponding value of x is m. Hence
the product of the parts will be a maximum when the number is divided
equally.
\Ve shall, m another paper, discu
orne of the form of the equation ax 2 +
bx + c=o.

THE EDITOR.

If you have not examined our great
Premium List for this fall, a copy will
be cheerfully sent on application.
The offers are very generous and any
one can by a little trouble secure at least
a small club in his vicinity.

affectionate regard and confidence of
pupils and patrons.
His term of office has been a long
one, and under his wise and patriotic
administration the Chicago schools have
gained a national reputation for excellence. The Tribune gives the following
* * *with the publish- brief sketch of his life.
By a new contract
ers of THE COSMOPOLITAN MAGAZINE,
Mr. Howland is a native of Conway, Franklin
we are enabled to offer our readers much County, Mass. His father, William A ve ry How more advantageous combination rates land, and his mother, Hannah Morton Howland,
were natives of
ew England, and, at the time
than those heretofore made-in fact to of George Howland 's birth, lived on a farm.
make an unparalleled offer. vVe can The son devoted hi leisure hours to the acquisifurnish you General Grant's Memoirs, tion of such knowledge as was within his reach.
publishers' original edition, hitherto Later, a a young man, he entered 'vVillistl)n
so ld at $7. oo, or Sherman's Memoirs, Seminary, East Hampton, and afterwards, Am herst College, from which he graduated in r8so.
hitherto $5. oo, or Sheridan's Memoirs, In 1852 Mr. Howland returne,! to Amher t, and,
hitherto sold at $6. oo, or McClellan's as tutor and instructor in Latin and French, was
Memoirs, former price, $3.7 5, for just connected with the college for five years. In
December 1857, Mr. Howland arrived in Chica 30 cents.
go, and the January following wa. elected a
Over 6so,ooo copies of Gen. Grant's
teache1 in the High School. lie held this posi Memoirs have already been sold by the tion until July 186o, when he was e levated to
publishers, Charles L. 'Vebster and Co., the l'rincipalship. After twenty years of work
at $7. oo, and we are now prepared to in the public chool. of the cit y he was elected
furnish the same edition to you for 15 to the position of Superintendent nf Schools,
July r88o. In 1 79 he was elected a trustee of
cents per volume.
Amherst College and was rcelectecl in 1884. In
Turn to page ro of our advertising 1881 he was appointed a member of the lllinoi
department and find full particular .
State Board of Education a nd in 1 3 was elect-

*

ed Pre:iclen t of the board .

* *for eleven years
County uperintenuent Lan e i · pr mGeorge H;owland,
uperintendent of the Chicago Public inently mentioned as Mr. Howland's
uccessor.
Schools, resigned hi office Aug, z6.
Failing health is given as the cause.
Mr. Howland uperceded
uane Doty
H OL \ D CITY.
a uperintendent of the
ity chools
Perhaps no more convincing proof of
in r88o, and has ever ince enjoyeu the the progre si e haracler of this cho 1

THE EDITOR.
could be adduced than the improvement
noticeable in the successive graduating
exercises of the various classes.
Those who have watched the growth
of. our institution from its incipiency,
and marked every upward step, cannot
but realize that its sphere of usefulness
is widening year by year, and that its
present mighty influence is but a promise of its future-an earnest of the work
it is destined to accomplish.
The public commencement exercises
of '9 1 consisted of seven evening sessions, beginning with the recital of the
the students of the department of Ora:_
tory, Thursday evening, Aug. 6, and
ending Aug. IJ, with the disscussions
of the classic class under the direction
of Prof. Carver.
During the entire week, College Hill
was thronged with visitors and Chapel
Hall was so inadequate that great platforms were constructed outside, and
hundreds listened to the exercises
through the open windows.
Every
evening the school put on its holiday
suit but, with an earnestness very characteristic of our students, every day the
usual recitations and exercises went
calmly forward to the very last reci tation, Thursday afternoon.

Ind.; H. C. Faber, Tulare, California;
Dr. G. A. Dicus, Streator, Ill.; Chas.
Crumpacker, Humeston, Ia.; F. M.
Davis, Bondville, Ill.; Dan Healey,
Leadville, Colo . ; Mrs. Lucy \Vade,
Dickson, Tenn.; E. F. Snell, Spearfish,
So. Dak.; G. C. Baker, Marysville,
Kan.; M. C. Hembroff, Edinburg, Miss.;
H. H. Miller, Bremen, Ind.; \V. R.
Blackwelder, Cissna Park, Ill.; L. M.
Conn, Gibben, Neb.; M. J. Searle,
Valparaiso; F. F. Phillips, Pickens,
Miss.; Homer Ansley, \V estville, Ind.;
Fannie and Florence Marble, South
Bend, Ind.; .F. P. Young, Valparaiso.
Mitt Erwin, Chicago ; F. F. Heigh way,
Clifton, Kan. and \V. A. Hill, Peotone,
Ill.
M. J. Searle of '89, was elected president of the Association for the coming
year.

*

* lecture
* was undoubtMr. \Vatterson's
eclly the best that has been given in the
chapel this year; we hope soon to publish it in full for the benefit of our
readers.
The Scientific class placed the school
and town under obligations by bringing
such a man here.
*

* in his vacation
Prof. Brown i * putting
*
attending
institutes.
Corydon,
Muncie,
* the
* platform was
Monday evening
Sullivan and Plymouth are among the
filled \Vith the r6o members of the
places visited.
Alumni ssociation who were present
* *
to hear the address of one of their numY. *l\1. C.
ber, \ . F. McYnight, of '83. His subn organization which during the last
ject, "The Danger of Extreme , " was decade has found its way into nearly
handled in a conservative and scholarly every college in our land is that of the
manner aud the address was one of the College Young len's Chri -tian
ociabest ever delivered before the \.ssocia- tion. Its wonderful growth and the
tion.
marked result. that have been accommong the older member pre ent plished by it member are sufficient
were Mr. and l\Ir .
\\.
oucher, proof that the organization meet a real
hicago · Al . Knisely, olumbia ity, want.
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The beginning of his college career is
one of the most important periods in
the life of any young man; a time when
of all others he is, perhaps, the most
susceptible to personal influence. A
stranger and lonely he desires companionship, and the selection of this companionship often depends less upon his
own tastes than upon the character of
the men with whom he is first thrown.
\Vhat kind of men shall they be? This
is one of the first questions which the
Young Men's Christian Association
seeks to answer; one, indeed, upon
which rest the entire aim and object of
the Association. That is to offer to the
new student such companionship and to
surround him with such environments
as shall be helpful and ennobling
throughout his college life.
Genuine Christian fellowship is what
the Association seeks to promote. The
word fellow is from A. S. fylgan, meaning to follow. Surely no higher standard could be placed before the young
man just entering college than to become a fellow in such an organization,
a follower of the young man of Nazareth.
The Association at this place was organized in Dec, 1879. The present enrollment is sixty-five. The meetings
are full of interest and helpful to the
student.
Mr. \V. M. Tippy of DePauw Univerity, and a member of the tate Deputation Committee, paid u a vi 1t at.
and nn. June 28 and 29. From his
wide experience in:\ ociation work,he
waa able to give us many valuable stwaestions concerning our work her .
Plans are already being developed for
the work of the coming year, when it is
e pected that the
s ociation will be
placed on a firmer ba i than ever. T. 1. P.
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Y. Vv. C. A.
The specific aim of the Young V\T omen's Christian Association is to win
young women to Christ, and to build up
a healthful Christian society in which all
the work tends to assist young women
in becoming established in Christian
faith and work.
It is an organization of J'oung zoomen
engaged in evangelical work for J'Oung
women.
Although it has been scarcely twenty
years since the first Association, in our
colleges, was organized theY. \V. C. A.
is now a national association permanently organized with well defined lines
of work.
The Association of the N. I. N. S.
was organized February I 6, r89o. Its
aim has been to cherish in every department of Christian work the same interest which promotes the development
of social and literary organizations.
ometimes, young people, leaving
home and church influences, and coming to such a vast institution as this,
where, necessarily, their time is fully
occupied, forget that
hristianity is
mingled with our very b ing and our
daily life, and to all such, our society
offers help and sympathy, and from the
experience of those who have gone from
among us, it has ac omplish d its pur pose.
Our work is almo t entirely co -operative with that of the V. M. . A. The
normal 'un<lay 'chool, prayer meeting
on Wedne day evening at eight ' lo k,
and young people's Cospel meetin ', n
'aturday evening at half-past six o' lo k,
are all under the auspi es of the tw
societies. The ladies hold a . eparate
meeting, of half an hour, pre eclin ' the
Go pel rneetin' 'aturday evening.
The tate offi ers visit u · from time
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to time, and help us very much by their
counsel and advice.
Young women coming here will be
welcomed to our nurn ber, and we will
try .to make them feel at horne with us.
S. R.

What an American Boys' Sc!tool S!tould
Be, by Dr. Coit of Concord, N . H.;
Ideals of tlze New American Universit;•, by Pres. Jordan of the Leland Stanford University; Tlze Growtlt of TeclznoloO'ical Education in tlze United States,
by Prof. Tyler of the Mass. Inst. of
Technology; A Re·z;iew of t/ze Hig!ter
Education of Women by Mrs. Palmer,
ex-Pres. of \Vellesley College ; and
Plzysical Hindrances to T eaclzing Riclt
Girls, by Charlotte \V. Porter. Other
articles in this rich issue are Tlte Farmer's Isolation and tlze Remedy, a paper
on the advantages of farm-villages, by
Jno. W. Brookwalter; Tlze Political Issues of 1892, by Henry Cabot Lodge j
and The Go·ZJernment' s Account wzilt tlze
Tax-Payers, being a treasury statement
that anybody can understand, by Edward Atkinson.
$5. oo a year. The Forum. 313, qth
St., New York,

AMONG THE MAGAZINES.
THE LADIES' HoME JouRNAL for September is full of sprightly, spicy and
useful articles particularly interesting
to ladies.
The JouRNAL is wide-awake; it employs the best pens; it understands what
women want, and it is never weak; it
has a way of entering right into the
daily life of a woman, and appeals to
her every mood, every joy and every
perplexity. It is authority on everything appertaining to woman, and its
September number gives evidence that
it is getting stronger with each issue.
$ r. oo a year. Curtis Publishing Co.,
The September issue of the Cos 1.0Philadelphia, Pa.
POLITAN Magazine is a "woman's number" so far as the authorship of its artiA very seasonable article on Fresh cles is concerned, but the general interand Dried Flowers with clear directions est of the periodical is sustained by the
for drying them, and the process by variety and timeliness of the topics
which the color of the leaves is perfect- treated. The opening article, on Edly preserved, is given in the September ouard Detaille, is by Lady Dilke, and
number of PETERSO 's MAGAZI E. There is profusely and beautifully illustrated
are also fine illustrations of dried flow- with reproductions of the famous artist's
ers arranged in bouquets and baskets. most noteworthy paintings. A ForgotThe number is replete with engravings, ten City, by Eleanor Lewis, is a romatic
illustrated stories, miscellaneous arti- description of the ruins of Soluntum,
cles and poems, all fir t-class. "Tlze the icilian Pompeii, embellished with
Scene of a Famous No7'el," gives a series photographs. Malmaison in tlte Marof views of the neighborhood described ket, by Mary Bacon Ford, describes
in that ever popular novel, "John Hal- the waning fortunes of the house celeifax," together with incidents in the life brated for the residence there of the
of the author not hitherto published in ill-fated Empress Josephine.
this country. Ladies will find all sorts
Molly Elliott eawell contributes the
of new, pretty and u eful things in the Romance of Court K onigsmark, the tiFashion and Household departments.
tled adventurer for whom the wife of
The number is fully up to the stand- George I. of England spent thirty years
ard maintained by the editor of this in prison; and the Counte Ella o~
popular monthly.
raikow writes of TVoman s
!tare m
$z.oo a year. Peterson' Magazine, Russian Nilu'lism her article being illu Philadelphia, Pa.
trated with portraits of many fair conpirators. There are besides paper
THE FoRu 1 for epternber contains on the Ez,olution of tlze ociety J ournal,
five articles on educational subject by Mrs. Roger A. Pryor; ociety H o-
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men as Autlzors, by Anna Vernon Dorsey, and a pretty story,Il Mandolinista,
by Daisy O'Brien.
$3.00 a year. The Cosmopolitan,
New York.
THE CENTURY for September has
many salie t points of interest. The
subject which will probably attract the
widest interest in the discu. sion of the

Treatment of Prisoners at Camp Morton,
Indianapolis, during the war, a discussion begun by Dr. John A. \Vyeth '
article in the April CE TURY.
The
present number contains a reply to that
article by Col. Vv. R. Holloway, who
during the war was private secretary to
Governor Morton, and the reply has
the indorsement of a committee of the
Grand Army of the Republic appointed
to investigate the subject.
The Gold-hunting Series has an adclition in a paper by Col. A. C. Ferris
describing an adventurou. trip of a
party of gold-hunter to California in
I 849 through Mexico, which is attractively illustrated by Remington and
Gilbert Gaul, and consists of a person al narrative.
Mr. Kennan contributes the opening
article on A Winter Journry tltroug!t
Siberia, which not only describe~ the
country and Mr. Kennan' adventures
and perils among the exiles, but throws
not a little light upon recent pha es of
the iberian question. The article is
fully illustrated, and include a remarkable dream of the writer. The ctober
number will contain a concluoing article ntitled llfy Last daJ'S in Sibrria.
The unillustrated articles include
orne notable material. The Hon. Hen ry abot Locl e contributes a curiou .
and suggestive tudy of T!te Distribll-

tion of A bihty in the United States
whi h is made the more interesting uy
a erie of tabular las ·ifi ations. Presi dent eth Low con ider. Tlt e Gm•ernment (Jf (itics in t!tt Uuitrrl s·talt·.r, a
ubj t whi h he is well qualified to
handle from hi e. perien e as l\layor
of Hr klyn and fr m hi · more re ent
. tu ly.
Foil winrr upon I>r. :haw's
arti les on European itie. , thi · paper
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is likely to attract much attention. E.
W. Howe, editor of theAtcltison Globe
an 1 author of "The Story of a Country
Town," has a description, both humorous and thoughtful, of Country Newspapers as they look from the editor's
sanctum. In Tlu Possibility of Meclwnical Fliglt!, Prof. S. P. Langley,
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution,
narrates experiments upon which he has
be n engaged for the last four years in
the solution of this problem, and records his belief that "before the century close we shall see this univer. al
road of the all-embracing air, which
recognizes none of man's boundaries,
traveled in every direction."
fuller
article on the , arne subject will be
ntributed to the October number by Hiram . Maxim, the inventor, in which
authentic personal a count i · given of
his own important experiments, which,
though different in detail, tend to the
same con lu ·ion as those of Prof. Langley. $4. oo a year. The Century Magazine New York.
The .'cptcmLer numuer of the
EW
t\L\<,.\1.1 E is notable on account of the great in rease in the num ber of its iii11Stration .
This B ton
publication is rapidly growing to be one
of the most beautiful of magazines.
In the present number is an enthu . i a . tic article on A Pan-Rf'}ttb!it: Congress in whi h the author E. P. Powell, expre. es the opini n that the preparation of the worl I for demo racy i
the work of this nineteenth entury and
a fitting gift of this generation to thos
to orne after.
'harlcs Howard .'hinn
the well-known Californian writer on tributes a paper on Tlte Uni7'l'rsii)' of
California. It is well illu<;tratcd and
very intcrc:ting. It shows the growth
of a great institution in spite of the indiffcren e and politi al opposition of
the demagogues and millionain.: s of the
Pa i fi Coast. Dr. Prosper lknder in
an arti 1 • on Tlt c ri·n1dt
anadia;z
Ptasanl;y, gin:: u · an in : ight into the
ondu t of ele tions in Frcn h ·anada
whi h j.., very entertaining and instructive . . \rthur L. .'almon, an English writENLLt\'\11>
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er, who is a contributor to all the leading London magazines, contributes a
fine poem, A Buried City . There are
other poems by John Allister Currie,
Kate Whiting, and Caroline Thayer.
David Buffum, Caroline Sinclair vVoodward, and Mary L. Adams contribute
bright stories.
$ 3.00 a year. New England Magazine Corporation, Boston.
Fiction is well represented in the September ATLANTIC by short stories by
Rudyard Kipling and Lillie B. Chace
Wyman, while Mr. Stockton and Mary
Hartwell Catherwood contribute rather
long installments of their serials.
·
The rest of the number is made up of
a collection of remarkably good articles. Octave Thanet has a second paper
on Town Life in Arkansas, which will
amuse everybody, even the Arkan sans.
John Burroughs has left his fields for
A Study of Analogy/ Mr. Bradford Torrey, however, still remains faithful to
his rustic haunts in a sketch of Dyer's
H{l/low . John Fiske has a paper on

Europe and Catlzay , which discusses the
reasons why early Norse discoverers of
America were not its real di scoverers. A
paper on Tlte Autlzor Himself, by Wood row Wilson ; a charming description of
the Japanese Feast of Lanterns and the
Market of the Dead, by Lafcadio Hearn,
and a review of Mrs. Oliphant's Life of
Laurence Oliphant (in itsel1 practically
a biographical sketch of that extraordi nary man), under the apt title of A
Modern My stic, are among the other intere sting papers. There is poetry by
Dr. Parsons, Colonel Higginson, and
Philip Bourke Marston, and reviews and
the usual Contributors' Club. One ar ticle, not already mentioned, must not
be forgotten, namely, Speeclt as a Barrier between Man and B east, by E. P.
Evans. Researches into the language
of animals is at present attracting a good
deal of attention ; and this able paper
on the subject will interest not only th e
specialist, but the lover of the marvel ous.
$4. oo a year. H o ughton, Miffin &
Co., Boston.

JULY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA.
Co n ucTED BY 0 . P . M cAuLE Y.

WRITING AND SPELLING.
Th e pe nm a nship sh ow n in the m anuscript of
the entire examin ation will b e g raded o n a cale
of roo, w ith ref erence to legitility (SO), regu lari ·
ty of form (30) a nd nea tness (20) . The h a nd ·
writin g of each applicant will be cons idered in
itself, ra the r th a n with ref e rence to th e s ta ndard
m ode ls.
The o rth ography of th e en tire examin a tio n wiii
be graded on a scale ef 100, a nd I wil l be deduct·
ebfor each word incorrectl y w ritten.
O r, th e Com1 ty S uperinte nde nt m ay cond uct
th e examin a tion in th ese s ubjec ts in any manner
h e m ay desi re .

RE ADIN G.
" \Vh o lo ves not k nowl edge? \ ho shall rail
again ·t her beauty? ~ l a y sh e mix with men and
pro per ? Who sha ll fix h er pillars ? Let her
work prevail.''
-From ".In il!t'lnoriam," by Aifrt'd T rwrysmt.
sk five questions on th e above, suitable to
bring out the meaning.
5 points, 10 each.

A ll exercises in o ral r ead in g to be marked
fro m I to 50.
A NSWE RS.

What is m eant by ' lovi ng knowl edge' ?
2. Wha t is the m eaning of th e word "rai l"!
3· Express th e meanin g of th e second a nd t hird
questions in yo ur ow n language .
I.

4· What is meant by f1xi ng he r pi ll ars ?

5· H ow can "her work prevai l"?
RIT II I ETI C.
A ro ller 4 · 12 ft. in circumference make 35.2
re vo lutions in pa ing from one end of a lawn
to anothe r ; what i the length of the lawn?
2. Fi nd the prim e f actors of each of the followin g n um ber: 3432, 1760, 1017.
I.

+

1~ -1 )1 J{ + !
3· Simpl ify - - - - - ~-~ - '.{--!
4· Find the number of day from Ko,·emher 1 .
I
9, to May I , I 90 (including one of the
days n amed).
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S· Find the compound interest on $6,250 for 3
years at 6 per cent., compounded annually.
6. In how many years will the imple interest on
$ 1,418 amount to 106.35 at 2,Yz per cent.?
7· A man who owned ~ of a ship sold ~of hi
interest for $J,ooo; what part of the hip
did he sell, and, at that rate, what was the
value of the whole ship?
8. old goods for 4,026.7s, at a loss of 3>4' %;
for what would I have had to sell, to yield a
profit of 3J4%?
9· A certain 4.Yz % stock sells at 77. How much
annual income will be produced by $385 in ·
vested in it?
IO. For a rope reaching from the top of a spire
to a point 56 ft. from its foot 4· so is paid.
If the rate is so cents for every 18 feet of
the rope, what would be the height. of the
spire? Express in feet and hundredths.
ANSWERS.

I revolution =4· I2 ft.
3S·2 revolutions=3S-2 X 4· 12 ft.=I44 .024ft.
2. 3432= 2.2.2.3.II.I3.
I760= 2.2.2.2.2.S. I I.
1017= 3·3· I 13.
1.

3·

Yz I YJ >4+i
Yz- ;1-i J4 -}

~g

~g l kj 1 A5

E

sn

~ g- ~ g-i ~ g ! ~
4· From ov. I, I889 to lay 1, 1 90 i. d~I da.
S· The amount of 62so for 1 yr. at6% - S66zs.
The amount of $6625 for 1 year at b 1o
7022.$0.
The amount of $7022.50 for 1 year at 6 /r,=
$7443-85.
7443.85 -$6250 =
1193·85. Compound
int. for 3 years.
6. Int. on 1418 for I year a t 2Yz /11~:35 4:.
3S·45=Int. for one year.
1 = Int. for ;,01 5 yr.
I06.3S=l06.35 Xal5oio> yr.=J years.
7· YJ of ~=Yz=part old
~= 3000
~ = 6ooo, value of hip.
8. IOO %=cos t.
96·7S %= 4026. 7S
I%= 41.620155
1031.( %= 103}.( X 4L620155= 4297.2
9· Let 77 %= 3 5
I %=-/rof 3 5= 5
4.Yz ?r=4Yz
5 22 so
IO. so cent buy · 1 feet,
1 cent will buy -.i0 of 1 feet
! 0 feet.
450 cents will buy 450 )<' 11 feet 90 feet.
90 feet equal length of rope, therdure the
height of pire i 1 90 ,;<' 90 S6 ;<' 56 70.45ft.

°

x:

*

GRA 1~1

R.

I. In what re pects do participle partake of the
nature of verhs? \\'hat power do verh.- have
that due not bel on r to participle.-?
2. \ hat is the difference, both a to u e in the
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sentence and as to the idea expres e ], between an adjective used as a complement (or
attribute) in a sentence, and an adverb u eel
as a modifier?
3· "In vain Faith blows her trumpet to call back
her scattered troops." Designate the morli fiers in alJove sentence, and tell what iuea
each expresses. Which one of th ese ideas i
made emphatic by the present arrangement?
4· "Death's face seems cold and tern when he
is sent to ummon tho. ewe love." \Vhat is
the nse of stern? Designate all dependent
clauses in the above sentence and S) ecify the
connective in each ca e.
S· \Vhat parts of speech may introdu ce depend ent clauses? Illustrate by sentences.
6. "I have learned in whatever condition I am,
to be content therein. " What kind of se n
tence? Is the object of the sentence a clause
or a phrase? \Vhat doe "tu be content
therein" modify?
7· The following nouns have each two plural
forms accordin~ to m ea ning. Give both
forms and indicate the difference in meaning:
Brother, fish, cow, die, and ind ex.
8. There are but two sexe : why shou ld nouns
an<l pronouns have mure th an that number
of genders?
9· IIow many of the cases allow a noun in ap
po ·itiun?
10. Wh at parts ot speech govern the object ive
case? Illustrate a ll possible in stances.
Ai\S\\'t•:R:-,.

I. Parti iplcs partake of th · nature of verbs by
e pre ·sing ur implying ac ti on, etc.
Verbs, with the1r sul>j cts have the power
uf making an asserliDn, whi h power docs
not belong to th e participle.
2. ,\n adjali<'<' u-;ed a-; the complement {after a
copulative verb) lll•Hiifies the ·ubject; an
nd-;•,•rh nt.,dihcs a verb, adjet.tive or adverb.
.\ to he d 1ffcrence they can hard I y he
compared.
3· " In vain Faith IJiows her trumpet to ca ll back
her scattered troops." "In vain'' is a.n ad
verhial phrase modifier of the verb ''blows'';
"her" is an adjective, or a possessive mlldi
ficr of "trumpet"; "hack" is an adver!,ial
modifier of "call"; ''scatt 'rcd" is an adjcc
ti,•e modifier of ''troops"; "to calllmck her
:catten:d troops ' is a phrase mnclifier of
''hlo\\s.''
4· 'l>eath's face seems sold and . tern when he
,·e nt to -;ummon tho. e we lov e." In thi ·
entenee, "stern" is an adjecti 'e u ed to
mod1fy "face". In thi.- ,e ntence, the tlau . . e,
''wlwn he i · sent to summ•m those we lu,·e''
u ed to modify, "seems"; "wcJ.Jvc wht~m,''
modifie. thwe (people).
S· .'uhnrdinate Conjun tion and 1clative pro
nouns introduce dependent clause- .
6. ' 1 have learned 111 whatev ·r <.:onditinn I am,
to he content therein." ·r his i. a co mplex
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sentence. The object of "learned" is the
phrase "to be content"; "content" is modifi ed by the phrase "in condition"; "condition" is modified by the clause, (sentence)
"I am in wlticil". "To be content therein"
modifies the verb, "learned " , of which it is
object.
7· Brother, brothers, tw o of a f amily; brother,
brethren, in f ellowship . Fish, fi sh es, indi
v iduals ; fish, natural; cow, cows or kine.
The 'cows are coming home. The kine par take of the nature of their ancestors. Die,
dice or dies. Dice are small cubes. The
dies on the plate. Index, indexes, indices.
Actions are mdexes of character. The indices of those letters are incorrect.
8. Because in the noti on of words which represent some objects, neither masculine or femi nine relation is indicated.
9· Nominative and objective. An a ppositive
with a possessive case does not necessarily,
h ave the possessive form.
10. The transitive verb, and the prepos1t10n .
The subject of an infinitive may be in the
possessive case also. George struck /tim.
He gave it to me. They told him to go.
PHYSIOLOGY.
N arne the parts necessary to form a hinge
joint and state the w;e of each.
15.
2. Draw a diagram representing a section of the
eyeball from front to rear, and locate and
name its various parts.
20.
3· Trace a mouthful of food from the mQuth to
the tissue which it assists in repairing, a nd
state the changes tha t t ake place in it , and
where each change takes place.
20.
4· Where are mucous membranes found ? Serous membranes ?
What is th e functi on of
each?
15.
5· Compare and contrast the structure of th e
brain and spinal cord.
15.
6 . What are the physiological effects of a lcohol
upon the human system?
15.
1.

tissues.
Here assimilation completes the
change to tissue.
4· a In all situations communicating directly
with the external air. b In all cavities closed to the external air.
Functions of mucous membranes is to produce
mucous, to lodge the glands and absorb ents and to line the various organs to which
they are distributed. Serous membranes invest and hold in position the structures to
which they are distributed and also secrete
serous fluid to facilitate movement of their
surfaces upon each other.
S· They are both nerve centers and conductors.
In the brain the grey matter is principally
external; in the spinal cord the white matter
is external.
6. Alcohol acts upon the mucous surfaces as an
irritant.
It precipitates the pepsin of the
gastric juice. It takes up water from the
various tissues producing a condition known
as cirrhosis. It produces an excessive growth
of the connective tissue of the liver and nerve
centers, a fatty degeneration of the kidneys
and heart.
It acts upon the vaso -motor
centers as a stimulant, increasing the heart
beat and dilitation of the capillaries.

1.

2.

3·

4·

S·
6.

ANSWERS.
I.

A hinge joint is one that pe rmits of motion

b ackwh rd a nd forw ard in one plane. Th e
parts necessary are same as in a ny o ther
mova ble arti cul a tion, vi z.- liga me nts, te ndons,
yn ovi a l m embran es, cartileges a nd th e extremiti es of bon es.
2. P a rts of the eye ball n a med from front to rear
a re, corn ea, aqu eo u humor, iris, crysta llin e
lens, vitreous hum or, re tina, choroid coal
and sclerotic coat.
3· In th e mouth th e starch is converted into su
gar; in the stom aclt a lbum e n is changed to
a solu b le form (peptone); in the intes tina l
trac t, al bum in , fa ts, o ils a nd sta rc he are
di ges ted . N ex t a b orption ta kes the prod nets of d igestion int th e b lood which trans f ers the m to the capillari es wh ere absor p tion again takes them into the cell of the

7.
8.

9·
I.

2.

3·

4·

GEOGRAPHY.
Why are the New England States so called?
Describe the climate of this section of our
country.
Bound W~st Virginia, and describe its surface,
soil and leading productions.
What mountains traverse Mexico and the Central American States? Name the highest
peak in Mexico.
Compare the coast lines of North and South
America. Which is superior for the purposes of commerce?
Describe Denmark as to government, surface
and productions of the country, and the en terprise of its people.
Where is Behring Sea? What important relations has it recently sustained to the United
Sta tes ?
Name and bound three countries of Asi a , and
give the loca tion of their capitals .
H o w do the cold and the warm ocean currents
a ffect the produc tions and commerce of d iffer ent co untrie ?
D escribe a map upon Mercator's projectio n.
A ' W ER.
Named in honor of Old En gland. T he win
ters a re lo ng, culd , and sev<:: re; bu t the s um m ers are hot a nd hort.
(a ) O hio, Penn sylva ni a , Ma ryla nd, 1rgm1 a
a nd K entucky . (b ) Mountainou s. (c) l'oor.
(d ) S a lt, coa l, iron , ga , a nd timber.
(a) Sie rra 1ad re. (b) Popocatepe tl.
ta) T h coa t-line of ' orth me rica i nearly
twice th at f 'outh A meri ca. (b )
rth
m e rica.

•
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5· A limited monarchy. (b) Low and flat. (c)
6.

7-

8.
9·

Swine, cattle, horses, butter, wheat and barley. (d) Very enterprising.
(a) An arm of the Pacific Ocean, bounded by
n orth-eastern Asia, western Alaska and the
Bleutian Island s. (b) Its seal fisheries have
brought us into trouble with Great Britain.
(a) Chinese Empire ;bounded by Siberia, Corea, Yellow Sea, Blue Sea,China Sea,Anam,
Siam,Burmah, India,Afghanistan and Turkestan ;Capital, Pekin,on a small river near the
coast. (b) Corea; bounded by Chinese Empire, Japa n Sea and Yellow Sea; Capital,
Seoul, near the center of the west coast. (c)
Japan,an insular empire in the Pacific Ocean,
east of the mainland of Asia; Capital, Tokio,
on the Hondo Island.
They change the climate which affects the
products, and they determine the commerce.
A map drawn upon Mercator's projection represents the earth as a cy Iinder.
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Tell what you can of the present organization
of the U. S. Congress, and tell what its uu ties are.
Compare Hamilton's attitude toward the U.
S. Bank with that of Andrew Jackson .
What connection has the Missouri compromise
struggle with the Mexican War?
What effect did the Dred Scott decision have
upon American politics?
What is meant by saying government in
America is based upon public opinion?
Tell what you can of the organi zation of th e
Supreme Court of the U. S., and tell what
its duties are.
Compare the tendencies of the French civilization with that of the English in America
in the eighteenth century.
Compare the growth of the schools in Massa
chu etts and Virginia in the eighteenth century.
Al'>SWERS.

I.

''The Congress hall assemble at least •mce in
every year, and such meeting shall he on
the first l\londay in December, unless they
shall by law appoint a different clay."
"The President may, on extraordinary oc ca ions, convene both houses, or either of
them.''
(a) The United ."tates ."enate is a perrua
nent body. T\\O· thirds of its member · hold
over from one congress to another, and its
orgauization continue · through vacations.
Hut the te rms of all members of the !louse
of Representatives expire 1arch 4th of the
odd numbered year. , and, though many of
the old member are reelected, the House
must he reorganized at the beginning of each
congre .
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The mode of organization is as follows:
On the day fixed for the meeting of a con gress, the members elect assemble in the hall
of the House of Representatives, and at the
hour of I2 o'clock M. are called to order by
the clerk of the last House. Having requested the members· elect to respond to their
names as called, he proceeds to call the roll
by States in alphabetic order. In making up
the roll he places thereon the nam es of th ose
persons only whose credentials show that
they were regularly elected in accordance
with the laws of their States, respec tively,
or the laws of the U. S. He announces to
the House the result of the roll call. If a
quorum shall have answered, it is then usual for him to state that the next order of
business is the election of a speaker, and
for some member to move "that the House
do now proceed to the election of a speaker." The question or. this motion having
been pnt by the Clerk, and decided affirmatively, he then designates four members,
who shall act as tellers of the vote auout to
be taken. The tell ers having tak e n their
seats at the Clerk's desk, and nomin ations
having been made and recorded, the Clerk
then proceeds to call th e roll of members
alphabetically, each member, as his name is
called, pronouncing audibly the nam e of the
person voted for, which is recorded by th e
tell ers and a lso by th e Jerk, through one
of his assistants, in a col umn under the name
of the member voted for. After the roll call
is comp leted, the li sts of votes for each candi date are read ove r by the Clerk, when one of
the tellers rises and a nn ounces to the Ilou. e
the number of votes each candidate has re ceived.
If no person shall have received a majori ty of all the votes ca. t, the ll ouse th en proceeds to a second vote, and so on until an
e lection is effected. But if any person sha ll
have received a majority of all the votes cast,
and a quorum has voted, the Clerk declares
such person «duly elected ."peaker of the
Hou e of Representative for the Congress."
The Clerk then desiginatcs two members
"to conduct the speaker elect to the chair;"
and also one member, usually that one who
has been longest in continuous service a mem ber of the llouse, "to administer to him the
oath required by the Constitution and laws
of the u. s." llaving ueen concluctC'd to the
chair,it is usual for the Speaker to deliver to
the I louse a brief acldre ·s, whick hcing con
eluded, the oath is administen:cl to him, and
he then takes his scat as the presiding officer
of the House. li e then direct: the ' Jerk to
call the roll of members hy States, when he,
the Speaker, administers to th e m the oath
to support the l'onstituli•m of the U. S. Th e
organization of the I louse is then completed
hy the election of a clerk, a sergeant at arms,
a door ke eper, a post master, and a chaplain, after whi ch the dcleg·ates from the ter ritorie arc called and sworn.
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To lay and collect taxes.
" borrow money.
3· " regulate commerce.
4· " coin money and regulate the standard
of weights and measures.
5· To make laws concerning naturalization
and bankruptcy.
6. To punish counterfeiting.
7· " establish postoffices and post roads.
8.
regulate copyrights and patents.
9· " establish inferior courts.
1 0.
" look after crimes at sea.
I 1. ·" declare war, grant letters of marque
and reprisal.
12. To raise and support armies.
13. " provide and maintain a navy.
I4. " make rules for the army and navy.
I 5.
" look after the militia.
etc., etc.
Mr. Hamilton felt that the bank was a benefit to the people in that it made a place
where notes could be bought and sold, money
could be deposited, etc., etc. In other words,
it would act as a financial agent for the
country.
Mr. Jackson felt that it was a detriment to
the people in that it was both unconstituti onal and unsaf e, and that the masses of the
people were not benefitted by such a system
of banking.
The annexation of Texas really added one
more slave state to the Union. Texas wasin
the m a in south of the line 36 degrees and 30
minutes. The Missouri Compromise provided for slavery south of 36 degrees 30 minutes.
The political parties took up the question on
the ground of slavery, thence, the connection with the Mexican War.
The Dred Scott decision, in its logical consequences, opened all the Territories and all
the Free States to at least a temporary establi hment of Slavery, wherever a slave owner might see fit to carry his slaves The
only practical results of the Dred Scott decision that I can see were to show the failure of
the Supreme Court as an arbiter, and to ..:all
the attention of the Iorth to the impractical
demands of the slave -o\\·ners.
It means that the people hole! the balance of
power in a republic like ours. All que tions
of ationa l importance are sent to them for
their consideration.
(a) The Supreme Court of tl1e LT. S. is com
posed of one Chief Justice and eight .\ssoci a.te Justices. The U. S. Supreme Court has
a marshal, appointed by the Court, ant! it
also has a. reporter appointed hy the Court.
(c) The Supreme ourt has original jurisdiction only of "cases affecting ambassadors,
other public ministers and con uls, and
those inwhich a tate sha.llbea party.",
that i -, only such ca es can be commenced
therein, but cases decided in the other fed eral court , under certain prescribed condi tions,can he reYiewed by the Supreme Courts
by '' irtue of it appellate jurisdictiOn.
1.

7· The answer to this question can be found in

2.

most of the larger U. S. Histories.
8. The answer to this question can be found in
Boone's Education in the U. S.
NOTE : To do the last two questions justice will
take more space than we have for questions.
SCIENCE OF EDUCATION.
What is meant by the association of ideas?
2. Illustrate the answer to question one.
3. Point out any use you would make of the law
of association in teaching.
4· Name several subjects in which the pupil can
have direct access to the objects to be studied.
5· What advantage has this procedure over com mitting to memory the statements of others
concerning these objects?
6. "All instruction in elementary schools must
rest upon real intuition. "-Deisterweg. Explain this statement.
7· Show the importance of repetition in the acquisition of knowledge.
8. What are the great functions of the imagination.
9· Do you think a pupil can form an adequate
conception of the earth by studying verbal
descriptions, globes, pictures, maps, etc.?
Give your reasons.
10. What would be your procedure in leading a
child to acquire the ideas of the numbers
from one to ten?
[Applicant to answer any seven.]
1.

ANSWERS.

Such a connection between two ideas as makes
one tend to call up, or suggest, the other.
2. I met a friend at a certain place and talked
with him about certain things; upon revisiting the place, I would be likely to think of
my friend and what we talked about.
3· I once taught an incorrigibly dull boy, who
had worked in a livery stable, book-keeping
by having him keep an account with his
horse.
4· Arithmetic, grammar, geography, botany and
zoology.
5· The pupil gets a knowledge of things, not of
opinions about thing .
6. The word intuition is ambiguous, but I presume the sentence refers to the principle im plied in o. 5-first -hand knowledge.
7. Repeti lion is often necessary to fix and clarify
knowledge ; and knowledge can be acquirc•d only upon the condition of knowledge
already possessed.
8. The formation nf ideals; not what nece sarily
is, hut what po ·ibly may be.
9·
o. There would he no first -hand knowl edge obtained.
to. Have him count his fingers and thumb .
I.
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